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The Three-Day Forecast 

Today:Partly cloudy, 
High 47, Low 35 
Wednesday: Partly cloudy, 

High 63, Low 39 
Thursday: Mostly cloudy, 

High 49, Low 38 
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Hopefuls for the executive office of the 
Georgetown University Student Association 
have officially filed with GUSA Election Com- 
missioner Kerry Tyman (COL ’00) to appear 
on the ballot for the Feb. 28 election. 
The election, which will feature seven slates 

of candidates competing for president and 
vice president, will not be held online as 
previously planned. Though the GUSA As- 
sembly considered changing the vote to a 
digital election, the plan fell apart after repre- 
sentatives from the Saxa Server Club, the 
group that was set to manage the online vote, 
failed to present the plan at the following   

meeting. 
Of the 14 candidates to appear on the ballot, 

only four are current members of GUSA. 
KeavneyKlein (NUR 02), Catie Sheehan (COL 
>01) and Joe Morrow (SFS ’01) all currently 
  represent their re- 

spective classes. For a complete 

Aoainan ally ; listing of GUSA 
arc Valadao : 

(SFS 02), acandi- oath see 

date for vice presi- page /.       
dent, serves on 

the executive cabinet as the executive secre- 
tary. 
With so many tickets, President Ron 

Palmese (MSB °00) said that he may call an 
emergency meeting of the assembly to deter- 

mine if a run-off election will be necessary. If 
last year’s 38.5 percent voter turn out were to 
be repeated, a ticket could win the election 
with 300 votes, or 4.9 percent of the total 
undergraduate student body. 
According to Valadao, his campaign with 

presidential hopeful Hector Lopez (SES ’02) 
will center on creating a sense of community 
at Georgetown, both among students, be- 
tween the students and university officials 
and - between the university community and 
the Georgetown community at large. Building 
a sense of community was a key component of 
the proposal by the Georgetown Unity Coali- 
tion, of which Lopez, as president of MEChA, 

is a member, in response to the recent “epi- 
demic of hate” that occurred on campus in 

GUSA Enters Campaign Season 
7 Tickets Declare Intentions; Online Elections Scrapped 

December and January. 
Likewise, presidential candidate Jamaal Epps 

(COL °01) said, “the university does not pro- 
vide the proper outlets to bring students 
together to foster a sense of community,” and 
that he, along with his vice presidential can- 
didate Jeff Burns (COL °01), a former GUSA 
class representative, would focus on improv- 
ing the quality of life of the students at 
Georgetown. 

Paul Stroka (SFS ’02) agreed, saying, 
“There’s a real unity problem.” He said that 
university officials often are not responsive 
to student needs until there is a protest, as 
demonstrated by the recent housing crisis 
and the push by the group Students Demand- 

See CANDIDATES, p. 7 
  

GUSA Seeks 

Student Seat 

On Board 
Committee Formed To 

Draft Final Proposal 

By Dave HEATON 
Hoya STAFF WRITER   

In accordance with a GUSA resolution 
passed late last semester, an official ad hoc 
committee has been formed within the stu- 
dent association to lobby the board of direc- 
tors of Georgetown University to allow a 
student to sit and vote with the group. 
That resolution, passed unanimously by 

the GUSA Assembly on Nov. 8, 1999, also 

called for a letter to be sent to Chairman 
John R. Kennedy (CAS ’52). It was deliv- 
ered later that week 
The group, which is being led by the Sopho- 

more Class Representative Aaron Polkey (COL 
’02), is working “to further explore, draft, sub- 
mit and present the proposal,” in accordance 
with the wording of the resolution. According 
to Freshman Class Representative and commit- 
teemember Missy Foy (COL *03), “[the commit- 
tee] is presenting a proposal directly to the 
board of directors saying that we would like a 
seat on the already established committee.” 
According to 

Polkey, who 
authored the 
original resolu- 
tion adopted by 
GUSA, the ulti- 
mate proposal will 
be finalized before 
spring break and 
will be presented 
to the board itself 
at upcoming next 
meeting. “It is the 
highest represen- 
tative body on 
campus, and it 
should not just be 
a board of visi- 

It should include those most affected 
by their decisions.” However, “we expect to 
present this in a purely professional man- 
ner, and we are not seeking controversy,” 

he added. 
Students interested in forming the com- 

mittee gathered on Sunday afternoon to 
develop a plan of action. Four of those 
members have also declared themselves as 
candidates in the upcoming executive elec- 
tions for GUSA. Joe Morrow (SFS ’01), Catie 
Sheehan (COL 01), Keavney Klein (NUR 
’02) and Ryan Erlich (SFS 01) have all an- 
nounced an intention to run for either the 
GUSA presidency or vice presidency. 
The group has identified five areas of 

focus (students, administration, faculty, 

parents and alumni) in order to gain support 
and momentum for their proposal going into 
the next board meeting. Klein, a sophomore 
class representative in GUSA, is heading up 

the campaign to gauge student interest. In 
order to determine student response, the 

committee is planning to work with Saxa 
Server President Pablo Liska (MSB 00) to 
design an online survey. 
The survey, of which students will be 

notified in an e-mail in the coming weeks, 

will ask students if they felt that their inter- 
ests would be better represented if a stu- 
dent were allowed to sit on the board and if 
they would be more willing to donate to the 
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GUSA President Ron 

Palmese (MSB ’00) 

university as alumni knowing that students 
had a voice on the board. 
Ory Abramowicz (SFS ’02), a student mem- 

ber of the Alumni Board of Governors, is 

working to gain the support of the faculty 
for the proposal. In the coming weeks, “we 
Will contact the Faculty Senate and we will 
be talking with professors that have helped 
Students in the past during talks with the 
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See BOARD, ». 6 
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Georgetown 

Icon Closes 

After 67 Years 
By Joe HARTEN AND 
KELLY L. KARSNER 
Hoya Starr WRITERS 
  

Eagle Wine & Liquor will shut its doors for 
the last time this Friday after 67 years in the 
Georgetown community. The store, which 
opened the day after Prohibition ended, is 
closing to allow for a new complex to be 
built on the property. 

The property at 3345 M Street will soon be 
converted into a retail complex with offices, 
stores and a 150-vehicle underground park- 
ing garage, according to store co-owner 
Karen Diamond. The store is scheduled to 
reopen in two years at the same address 
under new management. It will not be able to 
relocate in the meantime because of compli- 
cations in obtaining a temporary liquor li- 
cense, Diamond said. 
Over a year ago, the property was sold to 

Anthony Lanier, the same developer who 
bought Café Ba Ba Lu and The Bayou, 
according to Diamond. “Mr. Lanier is the 
most depending and outstanding person 
we have ever dealt with ... he has been 
wonderful,” said Diamond. Eagle Liquors 
has remained during this time because the 
Advisory Neighborhood Commission re- 
peatedly vetoed Lanier’s blueprints for 
what he planned to put on the property, 
Diamond said. 

The building to be erected on Eagle’s cur- 
rent location will be named after the family-run 
liquor store which it is replacing, Karen Dia- 
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Eagle Wine & Liquor, which has served Georgetown for three generations, will close on 

Friday to make way for construction of a new retail complex. 
  

mond said. George Diamond, the current owner, 
continues a family tradition as the third genera- 
tion of Diamonds to run Eagle, beginning with 
his grandfather, the founder. After Lanier 
granted a personal request of Karen Diamond, 
the Eagle name will live on in both the building 
and the revamped liquor store to be completed 
in two years. 

“A lot of people have called this place a 
Georgetown institution, if not a Washing- 
ton, D.C., landmark,” store manager Tom 
Marciniak said. “Without Eagle Liquors, a 
lot of people will be left high and dry.” 

Karen Diamond said that the face of 
Georgetown has been gradually changing 
over the past few years. She said that rent in 
the area is becoming too high for small busi- 

nesses to afford, but she does not disagree 

with the work of developers like Lanier. “[He] 
is doing a lot for Georgetown,” said Diamond. 
“At the same time, there are pluses and mi- 
nuses ... Walking down M Street today is like 
walking through a mall. It is sad to see small 
businesses closing down.” 

Marciniak, who has worked at Eagle Li- 
.quors for 47 years, has overseen many 
changes in the store. According to Karen 
Diamond, Eagle has almost quadrupled its 
original size since its early days. In 1965, 
George and Karen Diamond bought out the 
butcher shop and hunting and fishing goods 
store adjoining the original shop to expand 
what was a tiny store. 

Eagle is scheduled to close this Friday. 
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GU Student 
Car Jacked 

AtGunpoint 

Attack Is Area's 

Latest in Rash 
By Tim SuLLIVAN 
Hoya StaFF WRITER   

A female Georgetown student was the vic- 
tim of a car jacking Thursday evening near 
the 36th Street entrance to LXR. : 
The Department of Public Safety and Met- 

ropolitan Police Department do not have any 
suspects at this time. 
The driver was parking her car when a man 

approached her. She turned her car off and 
rolled down the window to assist the perpetra- 
tor, who then exposed a firearm and demanded 
that she get out of the car. 
When she cooperated, the suspect entered the 

car and 
drove away 
on N Street 

towards 

Avenue in 
the victim’s 
automobile, 

a tan Jeep 
Cherokee 
with tempo- 

rary Virginia 
license 
plates. 
The sus- 

pect was 

reported to 
police as a 
Caucasian 
male be- 
tween the 
ages of 20 
and 25. He 
is approxi- 
mately 5 
feet 6 
inches tall, 

weighing 
approxi- 
mately 130 
pounds. He has light brown hair and is clean- 
shaven, according to a campus alert circu- 
lated around campus by DPS. 
The car jacking is the latest in a spree of 

violent crimes on and around campus in 
recent months. Last November, a teen was 

shot outside of a bar on M Street. In Decem- 
ber, university employee Kenneth “Skip” 
Ames was shot several times in the abdomen 
on the roadway between the Reiss Science 
Building and the Leavey Center. 
On Feb. 5, two men were stabbed on the 

2300 block of Wisconsin Avenue following 
a street fight. One of the victims was later 
pronounced dead at the Georgetown Univer- 
sity Medical Center. 
Students did not view the incidents as 

part of a larger problem of safety on cam- 
pus. “It happens everywhere, and there is 
not much you can do about it,” said Cary 
Cybulski (COL ’03). “I guess the only 
thing you can do is always be aware of 
your surroundings. The only thing the 
university can do is inform people, and 
they are doing a pretty good job already,” 
she ‘said. 

Last week, DPS announced that it plans to 

install surveillance cameras at several loca- 
tions around campus, including near LXR on 
36th Street. 

  

Study Faults Internet Sites For 

Violating User Privacy Policies 
Georgetown Study Attracts Attention in Congress 

The report cited one firm, DoubleClick Inc., as having col- 
lected over 100 million files on Web site visitors through the 

  

      Many medical Web sites are compromising the privacy of 
their users by failing to meet security policies, a recent 

* Georgetown University study found. 
The report, conducted by Georgetown’s Health Privacy 

Project, investigated 21 health-related Web sites and com- 

pared the privacy policies that they list on their sites to the 
practices that they actually follow. In most cases, the practices. 
“come up short” of the policies, said Zoe Hudson, a senior 

Hudson said the report’s most significant finding in- 
volved the use of interactive banner advertisements and 
other mechanisms that allow companies to gather informa- 
tion about the user. One such mechanism, known as a 

“cookie,” can track the progress of a user at a Web site. It 
records what sites the user has visited and any information 

that the user provided while there. The user is not aware that 

The study also found that some Web sites transferred this 
information to outside parties, which breaches privacy codes. 

use of banner advertisements. Eight of the 21 sites investi- 
gated in the report had business dealings with DoubleClick. 
DoubleClick disputed the claims, saying that they did follow 

their privacy policies and that users choose whether or not 
they want to have information gathered about them. 

Despite what some medical Web sites claim about their 
privacy policies, the report issued at the beginning of February 
called for security upgrades in the Internet industry. 
According to Hudson, the report also caught the attention 

of several members of Congress, who have requested a Federal 

Trade Commission investigation into the privacy practices of 
medical Web sites. 
Hudson said that many Web site associations are now trying 

to create their own code of conduct that require companies 
wanting to use these sites to agree to abide by certain principles. 

“The idea is that there is power in industry groups influencing 
each other to do the right thing,” Hudson said. 
Hudson said that individual companies mentioned in the 

report are going through an internal investigation con- 
cerning the need to change their policies on privacy. 
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New Tenure Tendencies 
Universities are always looking for ways to 

increase their prestige. One of the primary ways 

they do so is through the research of their profes- 

sors. The amount and quality of research done by 

professors has always been a key factor in deter- 

mining a professor’s status at Georgetown. Un- 

fortunately, with so much attention lavished on the 

research side of a professor’s job, the university 

too often forgets another aspect of his or her job— 

teaching. It may not bring grant money or get 

Georgetown’s name published, but teaching 

classes is one of the most important, if not the most 

important, aspects of a professor’s position. Un- 

fortunately, teaching quality cannot easily be quan- 

tified and is often relegated to secondary impor- 

tance in discussions of tenure and employment of 

new teachers at the university. 

Recently, Professor Herbert Howe of the African 

Studies Program applied for a tenure track position in 

the field of African politics. Well-liked by students, 

Howe has taught classes here for the past 15 years. 

Howe has not produced a prodigious amount of 

research in his field of study, which may hamper his 

chances at gaining this position. We feel this would be 

truly unfortunate, considering the high quality of his 

classes and the number ofhe has served. Georgetown 

would make a mistake to deny him this position 

merely because he has not published a great amount 

of work. Teaching recognition should be the final 

straw for tenure with regards to professors who have 

done borderline amounts of research. 

One might expect this situation at Stanford or 

Harvard, schools well-known as research univer- 

sities. Georgetown is not like these schools. Here, 

professors must carry their weight in the class-, 

room. Withoutthe high-pressure need to pump out 

research, professors should be rewarded for what 

students need them to do — teach. 
Nevertheless, the university seems to disre- 

gard teaching ability by ignoring professors that 

students acknowledge as great teachers, even 

though teaching talent is the greatest commodity 

among our school’s faculty. The university should 

continue to hire candidates for Distinguished Teach- 

ing Professor positions and professorships that 

emphasize teaching. It shouldn’t make ultimatums 

about getting published. Research is extremely 

important at any university, but when Georgetown 

stresses research as the primary requisite for 

tenure, it sends a disconcerting message to the 

student body. Georgetown cannot afford to lose 

good teachers for judgment calls about research. 

Students need to give the university more of a 

reason to take the teaching side of this university 

more seriously. If students want more involved 

professors rather than researchers hidden from 

our view, they shouldn’t blow off evaluation re- 

ports given at the end of the semester. Evaluations 

are the only outlet to let the university know how 

well a professor has performed. Teaching talent 

may be hard to quantify, but students can’t let it be 

an enigma to the university. 

The validity of Georgetown professors as teach- 

ers should be the most important criterium used to 

judge tenure. Professors don’t speak to students in 

academic journals, they speak in classrooms. 

A Friendly Gesture 
It’s safe to say that a lack of communication 

has been a bit of a problem at Georgetown in 

recent months. The administration, in its various 

incarnations, has been slow to tell students about 

important issues like the housing debacle and the 

spate of hate crimes; even within the administra- 

tion, it seems that some offices have failed to 

inform others about troublesome situations. 

In that context, the simple gesture Dean of the, 

College Jane McAuliffe has made by inviting’ 
students to her home for dinner comes as a very’ 
pleasant surprise. Obviously, a dinner for 20 stu- 

dents isn’t going to completely repair the damaged 

~ lines of communication between Georgetown’s 

administration and its student body, but it is defi- 

nitely a step in the right direction. 

Georgetown isn’t a big school, so it’s a pity that it 

often has an impersonal, corporate feel. We often 

operate with a big-school mentality and suffer all the 

negative repercussions without being able to reap 

any of the benefits. There’s no reason administration 

and students can’t get together on a regular basis in 

friendly gatherings. If this university were a little 

more like a close-knit small school, where deans 

knew a good number of students by name, commu- 

nication breakdowns would be easier to avoid. Dean 

McAuliffe’s invitation, thoughtfully extended to each 
College student viae-mail, adds abitof needed small- 

school atmosphere to Georgetown. 

Dean McAuliffe’s invitation, beyond helping to 

adjust Georgetown’s occasionally-skewed men- 

tality, is a meaningful gesture. Bringing students 

into her own home for a meal, even if it’s catered 

by Marriott, expresses the kind of sentiment that 

one wishes all deans would express. Dean 

McAuliffe and the 20 students who eat with her 

may not become close friends, but at least her 

relationship with them will become more personal 

‘than having seen their name on a file somewhere. 
~ Since the invitation is a friendly one, the students 

“who attend should use the occasion to air com- 
plaints and to ask meaningful questions. Dean 

McAuliffe has been dean of the College since last 

year, and no one has heard much about her. So, 

besides bringing problems to her attention, stu- 

dents should try to get to know her a little bit; 

perhaps, ask her what it’s like to be the first non- 

Jesuit dean of the College or what she sees as her 

strengths and weaknesses or what plans she has 

for the near future of the College. It’s not every 

day (though maybe it should be) that students get 

to talk to an administrator in a casual setting. 

Dean McAuliffe’s gesture will be even more 

valuable if other deans follow her lead. It would be 

particularly interesting to see the new dean of stu- 

dents invite twenty students to his house for dinner 

everynowand then. Inamoment when Georgetown’s 

students and administration are having fairly serious 

communication problems, more low-key conversa- 

tions over meals are just what we need.   
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To THE EDITOR: 

In a recent edition of THE Hoya, Kerry Howley wrote a 
Viewpoint concerning, “The Guide for the Millennium Girl,” 

a publication for conservative and independent women 
(“Are You a Millennium Girl,” page 3, Feb. 4). In the 
viewpoint, the writer continually attacks certain points in 
The Guide. For example, the author claims that the writers 
profess, “misleading pseudo-feminist philosophy that cham- 
pions traditional female roles while claiming to be progres- 
sive.” Is the author referring to motherhood? Since when 
is motherhood a progressive concept? Her viewpoint also 
states that The Guide implies that women must find their 
self-respect through men rather than through their own 
achievement. The author missed the point. The Guide is 
actually emphasizing that no one ever finds self-respect 
through another person, though many have certainly lost 
it that way. 

The most erroneous point the author of the article makes 

Letters to the Editor 

Reader Defends Opinion of The Guide |: 
is claiming, “The Guide and the philosophy it espouses 

assume that those who are not willing to live within socially 
accepted norms...are confused.” One of the main goals of 
The Guide is to prove just the opposite. We live in a society 
where women are subject to becoming pieces of flesh, 
trophies and are forced by society to live up to a “picture 
perfect” image portrayed in magazines. That is exactly what 
The Guide is encouraging women to escape from. In fact, 
The Guide encourages women to be liberated from the 
unhealthy mandates society imposes on us. 

Nowadays, people consider being a conservative 
woman taboo, but it is the same society that claims it is 
better for women to reject tradition and espouse an 

ideology of cynicism and sexual nihilism that rejects the 
conservative woman. 3 

SABINE CALLE (SES ’03) 
FEB. 10,2000 : 

Professor Presents Office Space Problem 
To THE EDITOR: 

If Dave Heaton says one more time that University 
President Leo J. O’Donovan, S.J., has stressed academics 
over buildings, I am going to find where he sleeps overnight 
in Copley lawn and pour a bucket of water over his card- 
board box. (“10-Year Plan: A Closer Look,” Feb. 8, 11) To 

say that a president has emphasized academics over build- 
ings is like saying a university stresses teaching over 
research. You can make adjustments along a continuum but 
you cannot have strong academics without buildings or 
excellent teaching without outstanding research. 

Faculty research has long suffered at. Georgetown due 
to a lack of office space. If you doubt me, just walk down the 

corridors of ICC where you can find two and three faculty 
members sharing offices. I know of no other first-rate 
university, in the country = indeed, !I- know of no second-:' | more 

_ rate institutions in the U.S. — where similar circumstance; | 
prevail. Now that: students; have begun to feel the conse- 
quences of over ten years without one new dormitory bed, 
I gather that they, too, will see the connection between 
academic achievement and bricks and mortar. 

CoLIN CAMPBELL 

UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR OF PUBLIC PoLicy 

GEORGETOWN PuBLIC Poricy INSTITUTE 
FEB. 15,2000 

Recent News Powers Death Penalty Debate 
To THE EDITOR: 

I am writing to inform the Georgetown community that 
recently Gov. George H. Ryan (R-I11.) called for a moratorium 
on the death penalty in Illinois because he realized, finally, 
that innocent people were being murdered by the state. His 
decision was largely based on the fact that 13 death-row 
inmates had been exonerated since 1987. Ryan’s coura- 
geous stand against the death penalty has prompted Presi- 
dent Clinton to consider a moratorium on all federal execu- 
tions, as well as sparked. many other state legislatures to 
begin to investigate their own systems. The Campaign to 
End the Death Penalty is excited by the current events and 
the prospect that the death penalty, a racist and inherently 
immoral institution that is killing innocent citizens, may 

eventually be abolished. 
Bud Welch, the father of a victim of the Oklahoma City 

bombing and outspoken critic of the death penalty, will 
coincidentally be speaking at Georgetown University on 
Wednesday, Feb. 16 in ICC at 7:30 p.m. The Campaign to End 
the Death Penalty urges everyone who supports our cause, 
anyone who is undecided and anyone who either disagrees 
or doesn’t understand our position to come listen to Welch 
speak about the reasons that he (a parent of a victim) cannot 
condone the state’s killing of its citizens. Regardless of 
whether you agree or disagree with his position on the death 
penalty, he is an amazing person and a powerful speaker who 
deserves a lot of respect for his dedication to the memory of 
his daughter. 

Danny LEvy (COL ’01) 

CAMPAIGN TO END THE DEATH PENALTY 

FEB. 10,2000 
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When Silence 

Is Golden 
SAT DOWN AT BOOEYMONGER’S SATURDAY NIGHT RATHER 
despondent. I’d been in a bad mood for the last few 
days, a situation not aided by the impeding deadline 

for my tutorial assignment — 25 new pages on my 
advisor’s desk Monday morning. 

So I sat in my corner silent, staring at my copy of THE 
Hoya, anxiously awaiting the arrival of my Booey wrap 
so I could return home and stare at my blank laptop 
screen. But I wasn’t really concentrating on what I was 
reading. After all, how much concentration does it 
really take to read THE Hoya? 

As I stared forward with a scowl on my face and a 
tired look in my eyes, I couldn’t help but listen to the 
conversation at the table across from me. Six guys had 
just finishing their sandwiches and were wasting their 
hot air until one of them drew up the nerve to say speak. 
“Let’s go,” one of them said. 

“So dude, I hear that they’re gonna get a bus,” said one. 
“Yeah?” chimed another. 
“And they’re gonna take it to Syracuse so we can 

cheer on the team. And there’ll be Hoya shirts and 
people are gonna wear crazy stuff. It’s gonna be cool,” 
finished the first guy. I was first concerned that he was 
enthusiastic about traveling 10 hours to see the men’s 
basketball team get crushed by an NCAA power- 
house. I knew he was a touch on the naive side when 
I noticed his picture in the paper protesting the current 
housing situation (Two pieces of advice. One — as the 
Brooklyn Dodgers said, “Wait *Til Next Year.” Two — 
stop protesting and CALL A FREAKIN’ REALTOR!). 

A third guy obviously lost track of the momentous 
flow of this conversation. He was a little slow. He had 
rubbed dirt on his chin and dared to call it a goatee. 

“So did you hear about Maria? I think I can ‘get 
some.” I hear she’s into that,” he leered. 

“Oh, yeah!” everyone clamored. 

Repulsed, I turned back to my newspaper, con- 
cerned about the kind of students I dare call class- 
mates. Then I thanked God that I am cnly taking a 
tutorial. 

I was disturbed by the utter lack of anything resem- 
bling content in their conversation, let alone multi- 

syllabic vocabulary or anything resembling wit. 
It was mere breathing — accompanied by unfortu- 

nate sounds. 
Then I realized that what Georgetown students lack, 

more than housing, facilities or theaters, is any appre- 
ciation for the art of conversation. 

The witticism.. The pun. The sly insult. The 
perceptive insight. We have no appreciation for, or 
ability to deliver, any of these. 

And it’s not a weight only dangling from the 
stereotypically slow — jocks, beer guzzlers, business 
students. It’s all of us. 

I should be the first to suffer. While six guys 
struggled to find something valuable to contribute to 
the whole of human knowledge and were only able to 

| find a few crude statements about women and sports, 

[ stared blankly ahead, sipping a soda. When my 
girlfriend calls me during summer vacation, she has to 

| pull out the “Book of Questions” to illicit what may 

pass as an intelligible response. I spent an entire month 
speaking only in quotes from The Matrix. During 
baseball season, if Tim McCarver doesn’t say it, then 

neither do I. I even write this column so I can avoid 
nnning my mouth off and so I can keep the information 
flow going in one direction. 

And no one on the Hilltop is immune from the 
deficiency of conversational skill. Most discussion is 
reduced to politics, sports, gossip, parties and home- 
work. In the age of the Internet, how one communicates 
isnot important — just so long as they do it quickly and 
with minimal interaction. 

We try to pass our conversations as art, but our 
ramblings on Campaign 2000, childish extrapolations 
on religion and deep analysis of kegs vs. cans is merely 
‘Dogs Playing Poker.” The witty conversationist is a 
rare find. Witty and insightful conversationists are 
only found in The New Yorker. 

Unfortunately, the art of communication is an art as 
| Latin is a language; some people keep in practice, but 

the numbers are few, and society tends to look at them 
funny. It’s too bad that such a verbal art is absent at 
Georgetown. Despite wrapping up my Bachelor of 
Arts having read much and viewed countless sculp- 
tures and paintings, if I were to slap my informal verbal 
musings onto a canvas they would amount to mere 
finger paintings. 
  

Days on the Hilltop appears every Tuesday in 
THE Hova. 

Dean Defends Women’s Studies Program 
  

Anne D. Sullivan 

WRITE IN RESPONSE TO ROBERT SWOPE’S ARTICLE “INTELLECTUALOR 

Political Pursuit?” (Feb. 11, p. 3) to make clear the place of 
women’s studies in the Georgetown College curriculum. 

Swope had a personal field day telling us that he finds this 
course of study outside his range of interest. His misinforma- 
tion, implying that women’s studies is an aberrant field existing 
somewhere outside the legitimate liberal arts, affords me an 
opportunity to restate some founding principles about the 
College and our curriculum. 
Georgetown College makes clear its educational purposes in 

the Undergraduate Bulletin: 
“The College exists to provide a liberal education for young 

men and women who will be called to intellectual, moral and 
professional leadership and to foster in them a lifelong com- 
mitment to the quest for truth. 

“As a Jesuit college, it draws upon a dynamic tradition of 
education, characterized by an optimistic Christian humanism 
and committed to the assumption of responsibility and action. 
Accordingly, the College seeks to encourage the development 
of critical powers, respect for tradition and human reason and 
an appreciation of life and all its endeavors. It promotes not 
only the intellectual disciplines but also the search for personal 
values and convictions that will enable its graduates, through- 
out their lives, to continue redefining and maturing their 
thought and also to continue pursuing the integration of their 
activities, values and relations with others. 

“In light of these aims, the College has developed a diversi- 
fied academic program in which fundamental issues and 

  

ultimate values play an integral role.” 
Swope complains that women’s studies lies outside this 

framework when it lies squarely within it. Here are the danger- 
ous and unorthodox claims of women’s studies as it states its 
educational purposes: 

“The women’s studies program strives for a broad and 
complex understanding of female experience in a global con- 
text. Cross-cultural and multi-racial perspectives are used to 
explore women’s lives, labor and arts, the politics of sexuality, 
the history of gender roles and the representations of those 
roles in different media. The program focuses on the intersec- 
tions of class, race, gender and sexuality and analyzes the 
power relations between men and women — as well as among 
women — in various cultures and provides educational frame- 
works and strategies for social change.” 

Here is a “quest for truth” about female experience, pursued 
through interdisciplinary scholarship that is both dynamic and 
yet rooted in the training and rigor of older disciplines. This field 
partakes of that “optimistic” Christian humanism which is the 
broad intellectual heritage of western thought, at the same time 
that it looks to traditions of reflection and analysis grounded in 
other cultures. While subjecting the past and the present to a 
thoughtful and reasoned critique, it also considers how to bring 
into being a future that will be more just and balanced. 
Committed to the assumption of responsibility and action on the 

part of its students, women’s studies presumes that young scholars 
should experience the connection between the classroom and the 
world outside Healy Gates. Both the major and the minor in women’s 
studies require students to fulfill the fourth-credit service option, 
performing volunteer service in community-based agencies and 

institutions that serve women in need, such as homeless women 

and battered women. Thus, women’s studies encourages students 
to integrate learning and values through their activities. 

The faculty who teach in the women’s studies program are 
among Georgetown’s best teachers and scholars. We have three 
Bunn Award for Faculty Excellence recipients among the faculty 
actively teaching in the program — Dr. Leona Fisher, Dr. Diana 
Hayes and Dr. Margaret Stetz. This award is voted by thesenior 
class of the College each year, and no faculty member wins who 
does not have a broad and devoted following across the student 
body based upon excellence in teaching. Swope’s remarks 
directed at Stetz are particularly uncivil in their ignorance. 

Swope has decided that women’s studies is “silly” and 
waste of his tuition dollar. It is my hope that our students 
find in the broad spectrum of choices before them both 
intellectual challenges and passionate personal connec- 
tions to the fields of study they select. In its nearly 15 years 
as a program at GU, women’s studies has provided a 
grounding for many young scholars, women and men alike, 
that energizes and enlivens all that they study while under- 
graduates here — the same effect that other departments 
and programs seek to have on our students. 

The weight of Swope’s rhetorical prose, a good 20 inches 
of HovA space, is depressing in mid-February. But March 
and April will come, and new majors and minors in women’s 
studies will declare themselves and find as rich and deep of 
a field of study in which to immerse themselves as the many 
other programs of the College. 
  

Anne D. Sullivan is an associate dean in the College. 

Society, Not Government, Should Dictate Charity 
  

  

_____ Anthony D. Riker 
HE ONLY DEMON IMBEDDED IN THE CON- 
cept of social justice is the idea that 
others, using the government, can 

seek to rectify injustices in our society. 
When a person takes it upon him or her- 
self to petition the government to provide 
funds or support for those less fortunate 
in our society, he or she is invariably 
putting forth his or her view of what a just 
society must consist. As a result, every- 
one in our society is forced to pay for this 
person’s idea of a just society not only in 
a monetary sense but also in terms of his 
or her freedom. Our society would be 
better served if social justice were con- 
fined to the private sphere. 

Studies have shown consistently that 
private charity dollars are better spent 
than those of the government. Private 
charities provide for the needs and ser- 
vices that people desire better and more 
efficiently than any government bureau- 
cracy is able to do. Hence, private chari- 
ties are able to be more compassionate 
towards the people they help because 
they can get closer to and evaluate the 
needs of the people better than any gov- 
ernment social worker could do. One does 

tive benefits of charities such as Habitat 
for Humanity, the Salvation Army, the 

American Red Cross and the numerous 
private organizations in virtually every 
corner of the United States. 

There is also an element of freedom to 
choose involved in funding private 
charities. Individuals are able to choose 
the charities they wish to fund and can 
specify where the money is spent. Try 
to do this when you send in your 1040 
form to the IRS, and you will very likely 
be unsuccessful. Many welfare state 
advocates forget that historically, pri- 
vate charities have been around much 
longer than the modern welfare state 
and have a proven track record of hav- 
ing contributed greatly to the well being 
of many of the poorest immigrants and 
unfortunates. The greatest barrier to 
the prosperity of the poor is posed 
through government regulations. Ask 
any taxi driver about the numerous fees 
and regulations they must endure or the 
bureaucratic red-tape barriers that pre- 
vent a single mother from opening up 
her own day care center. These limita- 
tions prevent prosperity from reaching 
the lowest level of society and contrib- 
ute to the gross inequity in our society. 

flawed human nature requires the state to 
step in and assume the role of redistribu- 
tion within society. However, this logic 
is flawed because a true free-market sys- 
tem depends on the natural tendencies of 
people to pursue their own interests. For 
example, people’s natural greed leads 
them to maximize their income and prof- 
its. The byproducts of individual pursuit 
of greed lead to the greater good for all, 
because in the end it means more jobs, 
innovation, competition and cheaper 

goods and services. Our own Constitu- 
tion takes into account the flawed nature 
of humans and imposes a system of 
checks and balances to counteract the 
individual tendencies of people to pur- 
sue their own good. 

There is indeed a negative aspect of 
human nature because there are always 
some inherently bad people who will 
cause harm in society. The question here 
is whether it is fair and equitable to 
punish everyone just for the sake of 
those few individuals in our society who 
commit bad deeds. Anyone who has 
been on a residence hall floor where 
everyone was fined the same amount 
because the people who caused the dam- 
age did not come forth and assume re- 

To assert that the state is 
necessary to secure social 

Justice is not only incorrect 
but also dangerous to the 

principles of freedom upon 
which our prosperity is 

dependent. 
  

uity and unfairness that result. 
To quote Frederic Bastiat, “the state 

is that great fiction by which everyone 
tries to live at the expense of everyone 
else.” To assert that the state is neces- 
sary to secure social justice is not only 
incorrect but also dangerous to the prin- 
ciples of freedom upon which our pros- 
perity is dependent. The natural struc- 
ture of economics may not be com- 
pletely perfect, but it does more to se- 
cure prosperity for everyone without 
degrading or diminishing the principles 
of freedom that our forefathers so des- 
perately sought. 
  

Anthony D. Riker is a senior in the 

  
not have to look very far to see the posi- 

Catholic Separates Doctrine from Practice 
palled to see that members of this campus could use 
slurs such as these. Georgetown University, bastion of 

intelligence and stronghold of understanding, is also home to 
at least a couple of homophobes. They can scream words like 
these in anger or scrawl them on someone’s door in a fit of rage, 
and we can’t understand how they got through the admis- 
sions process for Georgetown, our enlightened university. 

Everyone was shocked by this disturbing revelation. I, 
however, was not. Frankly, I’ve heard these words all my life. 

I didn’t grow up under any extraordinary circumstances; in 
fact, my life before Georgetown was quite average. I lived in 
a middle-class suburb and went to a small Catholic school, like 
many of you. There was nothing special about where I went 
to school. In fact, that is probably what encour- 

Fo HoMo. DYKE. EVERYONE WAS SHOCKED AND AP- 

Many people make the point that 

sexuality, from married life to single life, abortion to birth control 
and so on. But never homosexuality. Of course, what would 
one teach in a Catholic institution? 

According to the catechism of the Catholic Church, homo- 
sexuals “must be accepted with respect, compassion and sen- 
sitivity.” That’s nice. Nonetheless, immediately prior to this 
statement, the catechism states that homosexual acts are “acts 
of grave depravity” and “intrinsically disordered.” Here, tradi- 
tion makes a distinction between the act and the person. In that 
sense, the Church does not contradict itself. Of course, how 
likely is a child, teenager or, for that matter, a college student or 
teacher going to be able to discern that difference? In order to 
do so, a teacher would have talk to a student frankly about 
homosexuality (which rarely occurs in any educational institu- 

tion) in order to differentiate be- 
  aged ignorance about homosexuality. 

People generally fear what they don’t know or CoLIN RELIHAN 
tween homosexuality, homo- 
sexual acts and homosexuals 

  understand. Growing up, neither I nor any of my 
fellow classmates knew anything about homo- 
sexuality. What we did know is that it was different 
from what our teachers and parents expected of us, 
and moreover, it was a topic to be avoided. There- 
fore, wenéeded no other explanation. It was strange, 

and therefore something worthy of derision. 
So we made jokes. “Faggot” and “homo” were 

thrown around the playground and later, the halls 
of my high school, as common insults. Homosexu- 
ality was misunderstood and therefore, denigrated. 

So kids are stupid and don’t comprehend much of   

  

themselves. Very few teenagers 
will understand that and com- 
prehend the Church’s position; 
rather, they will become confused 
and revert to their childhood po- 
sition: homosexuality is bad and 
homosexuals are weird. 

How does this position affect 
Catholic homosexuals, forced to 

choose between the Catholic tra- 
dition that in thecatechism says, 
“Homosexual persons are called     anything. Tell me something I don’t know. Of course, 

for all the times I heard comments made — whether they be in the 
locker room, in the halls or in the classroom — I can only remember 
one time that a teacher intervened and said that such behavior 
was wrong. Children and adolescents aren’t going to understand 
sexuality completely, but that’s why we have parents and 
teachers. Unfortunately, in a Catholic high school, homosexual- 
ity is an issue that is usually avoided, not confronted. 

Throughout high school, we discussed various aspects of 

to chastity,” and their own biol- 
ogy? How does this affect the vast majority of students here at 
Georgetown, who don’t hate homosexuals but often misunder- 
stand homosexuality? The vast majority of us would never hurl 
a slur at a fellow student or terrorize someone by writing hate- 
filled messages on his door. Nevertheless, we have been 
conditioned not to react. Many of us, raised in a normal house 

in suburbia, have heard these slurs so many times that they have 
become commonplace. To hear the word faggot 10times a day 

sponsibility knows the feelings of ineq- Si College, 

in my high school was not unusual, so I blocked it out after a while. 
It stopped being offensive. I nearly forgot the reason why it 
should be. Each of us probably knows several people whom we 
consider homophobic, and in many cases, they are friends, family 
members or even former teachers. 

So everyone is evil and homophobic, and we were all raised 
wrong? No, we were just misinformed by a system meant to 
enlighten and, in many cases, confused by religious beliefs that 
espoused compassion but often taught us that there are specific 
exceptions in our universal church. 

In Healy 106, there is a quote at the top of one of the walls: 
“Look to the rock upon which ye are hewn.” Take a glance 
every so often at your foundation. We should never disre- 
gard our background; rather, we need to question it. 

Here on campus, we have now all recognized that there are 

individuals capable of hate-filled actions. Admissions can’t 
save us from the outside world. More important than that 
realization is what we do about it. Ask yourself what you would 
do if fellow students and fellow human beings were made 
subject to ridicule or threats, all because of sexual orientation. 
I know my own record is probably less than stellar. If we all take 
this opportunity to recognize our own faults, we can improve 
ourselves and this campus. 

As often as I deride Christianity for views I feel are arcane 
and backward, I remain a Catholic for a simple reason: for every 
contradiction and confounding piece of tradition, there are 
also statements like, “You shall love your neighbor as your- 
self.” (Matthew 22:39) and, “Love is patient, love is kind.” (I 
Corinthians 13:4) 

For everyone who had a childhood with conflicting moral 
messages, remember these and similar ideals. Keep them in mind 
the next time hatred rears its ugly head in your presence. More 
importantly, teach them to each other and to your children in the 
future so that we can move closer to compassion and understand- 
ing rather than ignorance. 
  

Slowly Losing My Mind appears every other Tuesday in 
Tre Hoya. 

  

Campus Opinion: 
Perfect Strangers 

Jess Albietz, SFS’03 

  

The Cosby Show 

Family Ties 

Valia Glytsis, COL’02 
Jenny Shwarb, SFS’02 

Courtney Hehir, NUR’02 

  

What is your favorite '80s sitcom? 

Webster 

  

Marshall White, MSB’02 

Compiled by Ruthie Braunstein 
and Tim Sullivan 

Saved by the Bell 
Katie Bracke, COL’03 
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Swarthmore Joins NAACP’s South Carolina Boycott 
SWARTHMORE 

  

      

COLLEGE 
" 

SWARTHMORE, Pa, Feb. 11. — Joining in 
the NAACP boycott of South Carolina, 
Swarthmore College has decided to withdraw 
the spring break plans of six sports teams to 
train there. The affected teams — women’s 
lacrosse, softball and tennis, as well as men’s 
golf and men’s and women’s track and field — 
were scheduled to practice in Myrtle Beach and 
Hilton Head but are now arranging to travel 
elsewhere. 
The decision, made Tuesday afternoon, fol- 

lows similar actions by Bryn Mawr and Haverford 
as well as Temple University, which are all 
supporting the National Association for the 
Advancement of Colored People’s boycott of 
South Carolina because of the Confederate flag 
that flies over the state Capitol. 

“The Swarthmore College administration, af- 
firming the value this institution places on a 
humane and just society, has decided that our 
spring athletic teams will support the NAACP 
boycott of South Carolina over the issue of the 
continued display of the Confederate flag,” 
President Al Bloom said in a statement Tuesday 
afternoon. Bloom was not on campus to com- 
ment Wednesday. 

“I think in this case you’ve got a governmen- 
tal body, the legislature, [displaying a symbol] 
which signals to a large segment of the popu- 
lation, and not just African-Americans, a time 
period of violence and repression, and sla- 

very,” said Maurice Eldridge, the college’s 
executive assistant to the president. He said 
when an organization like the NAACP takes 
such as stand, “it fits within our values to 

support them.” 
—Nathan Ashby-Kuhlman, Swarthmore Phoenix 

UNIV 

LSU Student Indicted 
In Stabbing Incident 
BATON ROUGE, La., Feb. 4 — A grand 

jury indicted a Louisiana State University 
student Wednesday for attempted second 
degree murder in connection with the Jan. 24 
stabbing of Interim Dean of Students John 
Baker. 
Marques Smith, a philosophy junior, was also 

formally charged with impersonating a peace 
officer and two counts of forgery, said Prosecu- 

~ tor Aaron Brooks. j 
“The forgery charges stem from Smith alleg- 

    

    

edly signing his professors’ names on grade 
change sheets in December, and the other 

charges refer to him allegedly impersonating 
an FBI officer at Baker’s house, Brooks said. 

He said Smith allegedly changed the grades 
in two of his classes: Chemistry 1001 and 
French 1501. 

Smith allegedly changed his “F” in chemis- 
try to an “A” and his “D” in French to a “B,” 
Brooks said. 

Smith, 20, is currently booked in East Baton 

Rouge Parish Prison. Bail is set at $250,000. 
The District Attorney’s Office has set Smith’s 

tentative trial date as July 17, Brooks said. 
Smith could face a maximum of 50 years jail 

time or a minimum of 10 if he is found guilty of 
these charges, Brooks said. 

Smith allegedly stabbed Baker at his 141 Uni- 
versity Highlands Court home at about 7:10 a.m. 
on Jan. 24, after he was informed by letter that 
the University was investigating him on charges 
of grade tampering. 
According to LSUPD, Baker was backing out 

of his driveway when a man approached his car, 
and after the man identified himself as an FBI 
agent, he told Baker to get out of the car. 
Baker opened the door, and as he began to exit, 

the man stepped between the car and the door. 
The man had a large kitchen knife, and he and 

Baker struggled over the knife. 
During the struggle, Baker sustained wounds 

to his neck and around his ears, and Smith 
received a wound to his arm. 

The man tried to flee after the incident, but 

Baker’s neighbor detained him until police ar- 
rived. 

Police later identified the man as Smith. 
— Christina Stephens, The Reveille 

    

  

Princeton Eating Clubs 

Continue Prominence 

PRINCETON, N.J., Feb. 4 — In 1879, a group 
of students was dismissed from the university’s 
dining facilities for “obstreperous behavior — 
minor escapades such as throwing butter” while 
at meals, according to alumuns William Selden. 
The students hired a cook and moved to a 

house on Mercer Street, establishing the first of 
Princeton’s eating clubs — Ivy Club. 

This week, 90 percent of the sophomore class 
has become part of the tradition started by that 
small group of students, bickering and signing- 
in to an eating club system that is now more than . 
a century old. 

As early as 1895, more than a quarter of 
university students were members of eating 
clubs. In the fewer than 20 years since Ivy had 
been established, Cottage Club, Tiger Inn, Cap 
and Gown Club and Elm Club lined Prospect 
Avenue, which had been completed just a few 
years before. 

In the early 1900s, members extended invita- 
tions to friends in younger classes, and clubs 
competed for the most desirable individuals. 

  

     i 
a 1 ambridge, Mass. 

Princeton, N.]J. 

In the years following World War I, the clubs’ 
popularity spiked, with 90 percent of the stu- 
dents joining clubs by 1929. Though the Great 
Depression shattered much of the nation’s 
economy, Princeton’s eating clubs were largely 
unaffected, with the exception of Gateway and 
Arbor, which began to suffer serious financial 
problems. 
William Englis, alumnus, said in an interview 

that he dropped out of Gateway his senior year 
because it was too expensive, adding that his 
situation was unique compared to that of other 
Princeton students, even during the Great De- 
pression. “Back then Princeton was a country 
club for rich boys,” he said. “Everyone had to 
have social status.” 

— Mike Grabell, The Daily Princetonian 
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All Charges Against 

Harvard Student Dropped 
CAMBRIDGE, Mass., Feb. 4, — B.J. Averell 

is now a free man. Two months after being 
arrested for sneaking onto a Delta Airlines 
flight, Delta and state prosecutors Wednesday 
agreed to drop all charges against him. 

Last Nov. 24, the Dunster House sophomore 

tried to board a Delta Express flight destined 
for Philadelphia. Though Averell had a ticket 
for the flight, airline officials told him that he 

had arrived at the Logan Airport gate too late 

and his seat had been given away to another 
passenger. 

Averell whizzed past flight attendants, hopped 
over a metal security railing and boarded the 
plane anyway. He hid in the bathroom and was 
quickly discovered by flight attendants. Air- 
port police arrested Averell for trespassing and 
disorderly conduct. 
The story appeared on newspapers around 

the country and even merited a mention on NBC 
Nightly News. 

Ralph S. Boyd, Averell’s attorney, said that 
the decision to dismiss the case was jointly 
reached by Delta, the Suffolk County Distract 
Attorney’s office and the Averell family. 

— EliM. Alper, The Harvard Crimson 

  

STANFORD 
UNIVERSITY 

Top Schools Set To 

Invest in Sciences 
STANFORD, Calif., Feb. 4, — Stanford and 

other top universities are making huge new 
investments in' science and engineering infra- 
structure. 

Even schools traditionally associated with 

the humanities and social sciences have joined 
the trend. Yale University, for example, recently 

announced an initiative to invest $500 million in 
science and engineering facility upgrades. 

Yale’s announcement follows similar, though 
less ambitious, programs at Harvard and Princeton. 
And last October, Stanford christened its new 
$120 million Science and Engineering Quad, and 
received a $150 million donation from Netscape 
founder Jim Clark for the new Bio-X program, 
which will integrate basic science, medicine and 
engineering, 
“Both Harvard and Yale are seeking to strengthen 

and expand both engineering and applied science 
activities,” said Malcolm Beasley, dean of the 
School of Humanities and Sciences. “My sense is 
that at a deep level, this is trying to create the 
proper balance of the modern university between 
traditional liberal arts and engineering.” 

Yale’s plan, which includes the construction of 
five buildings, will increase research space and 
upgrade existing classrooms and labs. In addi- 
tion, Yale announced that it would create an 

“environmental campus” and a “molecular cam- 
pus” that would be connected indoors, allowing 

— Keith Ito, The Stanford Daily 

Compiled from the University Wire 

    

    

The tingling bubbles prepare your mouth for the laughter that follows. 

EE ee rules 

Come to Vital Vittle's to get 

a |2-pack of Coca-Cola, 

classic for $2.99 and you 

can enter to win two round 

trip tickets to any Southwest 

Airlines destination’. 

Offer ends Feb. 28, 2000. 
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The 99 
Days Club 

Begins on 
Friday, Feb. 18 

The Rules Will Be 
Posted in The Tombs. 

in A, 

  

Meet author 

Robert J. Hedaya, M.D. 

Thursday 

February 17th 

4:00 -:5:00 pm 

in the Medical 

Bookstore 

(across the hall from 

Dahlgren Medical Library, 

Preclinical Science Building, 

lower level) 

  
  

       
  

clinical professor of psychiatry at GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY 

Georgetown University Hospital's 

Department of Psychiatry, will be BOOKSTORE 

signing copies of his book “The NM dicel Center 

Antidepressant Survival Program.” Phone: 687-1268 © Fax: 687-3186       

Please join us for this special event. an partner of a follett.com.. 

* NEW & USED COLLEGE TEXTBOOKS   
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COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY'S 

   
Columbia University offers 

environmental immersion 

Explore Dus programs at its beautiful 
Earth and its 

: Biosphere 2 Center campus in 

dynamic the Sonoran desert of Arizona. 
ecosystems! 

Undergraduate students can 

enroll in the challenging 

Biosphere 2 curriculum to earn 

college course credits. 

Columbia University 

UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAM Offerings: 
  

I EARTH SYSTEMS 

FIELD SCHOOL I & II 

Session I — 6 weeks: June-July 2000 

Session II— 4 weeks: July-August 2000 

Hl BIODIVERSITY INSTITUTE 
5 weeks: July-August 2000 

HB EARTH SEMESTER 
16 weeks: January-May 2000    September-December 2000 

HB UNIVERSE SEMESTER 
16 weeks: September-December 2000 

Summer 2000 program also being planned 

  

  

  
Contact Student Admissions at 

(800) 992-4603 » admissions@bio2.edu *» www.bio2.edu 

  

   

   

    

      
Giedole, Ilaly 

Don’t miss your chance to live and study at Georgetown’s beautiful 
Villa Le Balze in Fiesole, Italy, just outside of Florence . 

    

  

Program: lication d ine: 
   
     

Fall 2000 and/or Spring 2001 semester: Wed., Feb. 16, 2000 

Summer 2000 (June 23 - July 22, 2000): Wed., Mar. 15, 2000 

For more information, please call or email Michelle Siemietkowska: 
tel. (202) 687-5624; email siemietm@gunet.georgetown.edu. 

Applications are available in Poulton Hall (1437 37% Street), 2* floor 

    

           

  

    

  

      

  

  



    
Pro10 COURTESY PATRICK WINTER 

The Club Hockey team poses for a picture after their victory in last year's league championship game. 

Proposal for Club Sport 

Funding Considered 
BOARD, rrom Pp. 1 

administration,” he said. 
Already, university administrators have 

expressed doubts about allowing student 
input on the board. In response to the 
resolution passed by the student associa- 
tion in November, Dean of Students James 
Donahue said, “I think it would require a 
radical change in the way we think about 
university governance.” 

Hans P. Zeigler (F 63), a board member and 

Georgetown alumnus, said in a letter ad- 
dressed to THE Hoya in November, “I believe 

that this current arrangement [of an external 
board] for ensuring student contributions 
works well, just as I believe that the current 
structure of the board works and serves the 
university well.” 
Nevertheless, students remain optimistic. 

“This has been an idea within GUSA for 
years, and I think that the goal is finally in 

sight,” said Klein. “If we can demonstrate to 
the board the overwhelming support of the 
students we may finally achieve a student 
representative on the highest university 
board.” 
NOTES: Also at the meeting, Freshman 

Class Representative Sean Hawks was com- 
mended for getting University Information 
Systems to agree to re-allow students to ac- 
cess the Napster Music Community, a Web 
site where users can exchange MP3s . . . Brian 
Walsh (COL ’02), sophomore class represen- 
tative, said that he is meeting with various 
administrators, including the athletic depart- 
ment, about getting funding for club sports ... 
Junior Class Representative and presidential 
candidate Catie Sheehan said that she is 
working with the administration to start a 
student activities fee that will ultimately in- 
crease funding for student groups on cam- 
pus, possibly including club sports. 

  

THESE GUYS SHOWED 

US THEIR WEEKEND. 

THE GUICE BOX 

  

riot 

SUBMIT YOUR PHOTOS TO THE GuicE Box, 

BRING PHOTOS TO LEAVEY 421. 

www. THEHOYA.com   
  

  

  

fi f ¢ ave B10 

Turn this break into a real trip. With over 700 airlines, 

in excess of 45,000 hotels, and more than 50 rental car companies, 
it’s easy to find an incredible deal even on a student's budget. 

  

Travelocity.com 
A Sabre Company 

Go Virtually Anywhere. 

©2000 Sabre Inc. All rights reserved. Travelocity.com and Sabre are service marks and/or trademarks of an affiliate of Sabre Inc.           
  

  

NOW SHOW US YOURS. 
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lenle residences are inaccessible to those 237 sophomores who were 
genied their preference year in the housing lottery. 

Search Continues For 

Off-Campus Housing 
By ANDREAS ANDREA 
HovaSTAFF WRITER 
  

While asking its students to “rest as- 
ared,” Georgetown is “quietly but furi- 
asly” looking into housing options for 

. Ife 237 sophomores who were denied 
is. |eir preferred year of on-campus hous- 
2 |ing, according to Associate Director of 
4:7 {mblic Relations Bethany Hanley. 
i Hanley would not comment on specula- 

 |fon that the university is considering ad- 
{tional area apartments, saying that the 

. |miversity’s concerns about “missed op- 
prunities” prevented her from releasing 
ay specifics on which buildings or neigh- 
frhoods are being looked at. “We don’t 
lave definite news to announce yet on 
fiese negotiations,” she said. 

Hanley clarified an announcement 
wncerning the procurement of 100 apart- 
nents made by Karen Frank, executive 
director of facilities and housing ser- 
ices, at last Thursday’s rally on Healy 
(ircle. Frank was not speaking of any 
specific negotiations but rather her goal 
of obtaining 100 apartments, according 

1h Hanley. 
The university will not announce an 

wact location for students by the Thurs- 
fay, 1:00 p.m. deadline set by Students 
Demanding Housing Solutions, Hanley 
sid. SDHS is the group which organized 
Thursday’s rally and wrote a letter to 
University President Leo J. O’Donovan, 

) §J.s outlining three demands = pid, 
12 |wsistance and apology. 

  

  

According to Hanley, the university 
fs not planning to ma any further 

 |pology to students. “The university's 
wncern was expressed by’ Fr. 

{Donovan at that rally] think he ex 
! pessed his regret that they did not 
recive their first preference and that 

industry. 

  

there is staff devoted to looking for new 

opportunities for the students. Certainly 
there was an acknowledgement that the 
university is concerned about this is- 
sue,” she said. 
Hanley said, the administration is “pur- 

suing every lead” and looking into apart- 
ment complexes, vacant buildings and 
hotels to meet the goal of 100 apartmens, 
“The university is focused on finding 

locations with multiple units so that stu- 
dents can live alongside each other and 
feel like members of the Georgetown 
community off campus. They are also 
looking for places that would accommo- 
date students’ budget needs,” she said. 
According to Hanley, one employee is 

working full-time on the search and “sev- 
eral” others are helping out. She’could 
not disclose the name or office that the 
one employee is working out of, nor the 
number of other employees assisting. 
She also said that it would be “prema- 
ture” at this point to say how much the 
university is willing to spend to solve the 
current housing problem. 
Hanley also said that the university is 

presently looking into the expansion of 
GUTS bus service. 
David Sherrin (SES *02), one of SDHS’s 

leaders, said that the group is planning 
to meet within the next couple of days 
and decide what their next course of 
action should be if the university does 
not have a plan of action in place by 
Thursday. 
According to Sherrin, the group is 

expecting the university to produce con- 
crete results by Thursday or within a few 
days of the deadline. “Just them saying 
they are trying won’t be enough be- 
cause people need a definite promise so 
they won’t have to turn to other less- 
practical solutions,” he said. 

Build Your Future at the 

1 NEWS i. 
  

  

Candidates Discuss 
Hopes for GUSA 
CANDIDATES. rrom p. 1 . 
ing Housing Solutions to force the university to react. He said that a long- 
term solution to the housing problem is necessary and that GUSA “has to 
be more representative of the students.” Stroka is running for president 
with Dan Ryan (MSB ’02) as his running mate. 
Co-Chairman of the GUSA Diversity Committee Joe Morrow also said 

that the Georgetown community needed to be strengthened and that he, 
along with vice presidential hopeful Andrew Katz (COL ’01), would 
address the issue of space and how it is ‘allocated. 

Other candidates said that they would focus on opening up GUSA to the 
students. Owen Halloran (MSB ’01), who is running for executive office 
along with Adam Thompson (COL ’01), said that he would “make [GUSA] 
the students’ voice” and that he would “use GUSA as a lobbying voice 

W
E
 

.« tothe administration.” Sheehan agreed, saying, “now is the perfect 
opportunity for us to re-establish a working relationship with the admin- 
istration” following the dialogues opened in response to the housing crisis 
and the string of hate crimes. 

The campaign, set to officially begin at midnight next Sunday night, will 
limit each ticket to a total of 1,500 fliers. Last year, each ticket was allowed 

to post as many fliers as could be printed, provided that the total budget 
was kept below the maximum cost. 

Also new to the election procedure will be the use of electronic 
information by candidates. This year, each ticket may produce an official 
Web site and send e-mail to 15 core members of their campaign. Prior to this 
year, the use of all electronic information was prohibited. 

The Feb. 28 vote will take place in polling stations outside of New South 
and in Red Square. The date of the election is a month and a day earlier than 
the presidential vote last year, which took place on March 29. 

  

    
   

   

   

President 

© Jamaal Epps (COL 201 

  

Ryan Erlich (SES oy 

Owen Halloran (MSB oly 

Hector Lopez (SFS °02) 

Joe Morrow (SFS *01) oo 

. Catie Sheehan (COL 01) : » 

Paul Stroka (SFS 02) 

Election: Feb. : 8     
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UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND 

SCHOOL os NURSING 

ou are building the foundation of professional nursing 
by obtaining a BSN. Now is the time to benefit from clinical experiences 

and graduate as expert practitioners and leaders in healthcare, business and 

Master of Science in Nursing 

RN to BSN/MS MS Post-MS 
Over 20 specialty areas 

“Build your future with the School of Nursing as nursing scholars and . 
researchers. Prepare to advance the science of nursing and provide 

innovative leadership.   Advancing the Science of Nursing 

BN to PhD MS to PhD 
Over ten emphasis areas 

For more information call: 

800-328-8346 or 410-706-0492 
mail nursinfo@parsons.umaryland.edu   

ON CAMPUS 

  

      

Guest Preacher Revisits 

Diversity at Georgetown 
The Rev. Dr. John I. Little, a 

Protestant preacher, delivered a 
sermon to members of the 
Georgetown community as part of 
a month-long series of guest min- 
isters sponsored by the Protes- 
tant Worship Service Sunday. 

  

a performance of the Greater De- 
liverance Choir, one of the most 
noted gospel choirs in the district. 

Little, who came to Washing- 
ton, D.C., in 1963, is the founder of 

the Deliverance Church of God in 
Christ. He is currently the pastor 
of the Greater Deliverance Chris- 
tian Center Church of God in Christ 
and superintendent of the New 
Dimensions District of the Wash- 
ington jurisdiction of the Church 
of God in Christ. 

“I have come to Georgetown to 
praise God,” Little said in his sermon. 

“It’s been a long week at Georgetown,” declared Rev. Constance Wheeler, a 

Protestant chaplain, reflecting on the recent instances of hate at Georgetown. 
She, along with the rest of the congregation, expressed their gratitude to Little 
for visiting during Georgetown’s time of need. 

“I think it’s wonderful to see so many new people and so many different groups 
coming together,” said Michael Levinson (MSB ’02), who was in attendance at 
the service. “I hope this makes people more active and more aware about diversity. 
These people are excited.” 

The spirit of solidarity at the service was reinforced by the words of leaders from 
various student groups that promote tolerance and awareness of racial and ethnic 
diversity. Among them was Hector Lopez, president of MEChA. 

“Dr. Little’s visit is very significant in light of the recent hate crimes at 
Georgetown,” Lopez said. “His words were very inspiring and uplifting and I felt 
very welcome.” Lopez also added that MEChA will continue to build community 
spirit and awareness to help students cope with the trials of recent weeks. The 
congregation also heard from representatives of the Diversity Working Group 
and the Caribbean Culture Circle. 

“I’m grateful that so many diverse people could come together in w orship. and 
reflection,” Wheeler said in her benediction. 

  

Rev. Dr. John |. Little spoke to the com- 
munity on Sunday in St. William's Chapel. 
  

— Josh Megli 

Senior Class Committee 

Debuts Online Auction 
The first annual Senior Class Committee Online Auction is currently underway, and 

will continue until Friday, Feb. 18. The annual Senior Auction will begin Sat. Feb. 19. 
All proceeds from both auctions go to the Georgetown University Class of 2000, and 
will be used to fund senior class activities such as community service, cultural and 
social events, a class gift to the university and commencement week activities. 

Items available online fall under the headings of alumni accommodations, 
celebrity items, leather, cigar aficionados, food and fun, Georgetown University 

paraphernalia and modern technology, and include choices ranging from Six 
Flags America passes to eight lobsters via UPS. 

The auction beginning on Feb. 19 will ask for bids on such items as tickets to 
the Rosie O’Donnell Show, a cruise and dinner with University President Leo J. 
O’Donovan, S.J. 

~ Tracy Zupancis 

Corp Appoints New 

Officers for New Year 
The Corp upper management and board of directors recently appointed three 

new officers for the year 2000. Brad Martorana (MSB 02) will replace Nicolina Kuh 
(MSB 00) as vice president of finance, Adam Thompson (SES ’01) is slated to 
replace Paul Sumilas (COL ’01) as vice president of operations, while Sumilas goes 
on to replace Rachel Wiseman (COL 00) as president of the Corp. 

Sumilas has worked as for the Corp since his freshmen year, when he was hired 
as a cashier in Vital Vittles. Thompson began working at the Corp as a coffee 
grinder at Uncommon Grounds in May, and Martorana becomes vice president 
of finance after a year with the Corp as an assistant. 

In the next few weeks, the Corp will be announcing the new upper management, 
which includes store directors and directors of marketing. All positions are open 
only to Corp employees, but the new board of directors, consisting of the three 
officers and four outside student representatives, is being selected. The four 
outside positions are unpaid, and those interested can pick up applications on 
the door to Vital Vittles beginning Feb. 21. 

Tracy Zupancis 

ATTENTION 
UNDERGRADUATE 

AND GRADUATE 

STUDENTS 
WORLDWIDE 

  

pr 

  

    
PURSUE JOB 

AND INTERNSHIP 
OPPORTUNITIES 

THAT SPAN 
THE GLOBE 

CampusCareerCenter.com 
The world's largest campus job fair     
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The Future of Eagle 
Eagle Name Will Live on, But Will Legend? 

APPRECIATION, rrom p. 12 
  

of Eagle’s loyal customers, Georgetown 
students included, will be on hand Satur- 
day, when George and Karen will sell the 
neon signs, promotional pieces and artwork 
that have created Eagle’s friendly decor 
over the years. 

George Diamond does not question his 
decision to move on with his life, but he 
wonders how hard it will be to break the 
routines that he has grown up with. 
Growing up, taking over Eagle was a family 
legacy that he looked forward to fulfilling. 
Faithful employees who have since passed 
— Abe, Sam and Rusty — knew George 
when he was a boy, a boy who would 
eventually be the third generation Diamond 
to hold Eagle up to the standards for which 
it had become known. “If you do some- 
thing all your life, you expect to get up the 
next morning and do the same thing,” 
George said. “I think everyone should have 
two or three changes in their life experi- 
ences.” 

The Future 
  

The Eagle name will live on, in two years 
or so. First, Lanier will open an office 

complex on what is now Eagle’s property 
at 3345 M St. This complex, expected to be 

named after Eagle, will potentially have 
offices, 150 underground parking spaces 
and retail stores — one of which will be 
the new Eagle Wine & Liquor. “Having 
the Eagle name put on the building made a 
big difference,” Karen said. “The offer 
came at the right time and at the right 
price.” Lanier handled the deal very 
professionally and acted very agreeably 
to every aspect of the deal, especially 
Karen’s request for the building’s name. 

The Diamond legacy and Eagle lore 
prepares to close with Eagle on Friday, as 

  

BRYAN STEL/T HE Hora 

Mr. George Diamond, owner of Eagle. 
  

Karen and George are seeking new man- 
agement for the Eagle liquor store that will 
open in Lanier’s new building. “We are 
looking for someone to take over with 
experience in this industry,” Karen said. 
George calls the search a potential 
business opportunity, one of many he 
hopes to try his hand at once this life 
change becomes complete. 

As George and Eagle Wine & Liquor 
walk into the Georgetown sunset, many 

faithful customers and loyal friends will 
mourn their loss. A fine establishment and 
a wonderful family legacy will leave us this 
week, with stories, memories and honor 

instilled in the Eagle name. George knows 
the importance of the his impending final 
day at Eagle, but he remains proud to the 
last sale. “I did it my way and enjoyed it 
the whole way.”   

THE FEA TURES Hoya 
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The Eagle of Georgetown s Past 
What Eagle Meant to One Former Hova Staffer 
ODE TO EAGLE, rroM p. 12 

ancient terminal in the office upstairs. One day he handed me eight 
typewritten pages entitled “Interview with a Dead Person.” It was 
done in a Q and A format, and the answers were all left blank. 

Life in Eagle was an anecdote told in the present tense. The stars 
were always the customers — a revolving cast of cops, college kids, 
lobbyists, drug dealers, bums and Congressmen. And lots of tourists, 
like the Japanese guy who came straight from the airport with two 
suitcases but no English. He wanted a six pack of Budweiser, which 
costs an even five bucks with tax. I rang it up and pointed to the 
numbers on the register. He opened his wallet and handed me five crisp 
$100bills. 
We had our fair share of veterans stop in, too; withering men in mesh- 

backed baseball caps that proudly advertised one USS or another. So 
many veterans that it felt, at times, like all the spirits had risen over at 
Arlington and hitched a ride across the river to pick up one last bottle. 

More than anyone else, however, we waited on the boozehounds, 

  : GILLIAN BURGESS/ THE HovA 

. Though a dark cloud hangs over Eagle Liquors, the environment 

inside was hardly ominous. 2 
  

crabby old men in cheap, grubby clothes. We called them ““cork- 
clubbers,” after our weekly ad in the Post that listed the heavily 
discounted booze. The idea, I guess, had been to reel in new, attractive 
customers who would stop by for the discounts and make it up to us 
by buying other items, like tonic water, or beer, or cranberry juice. I 
don’t know if these people ever showed up, but if they did, they were 
soon scared off by the real cork-clubbers, men who spent their days 
cruising enormous, filthy automobiles all over town to save a few 
pennies. 

. These guys never, ever bought anything that wasn’t on sale. They 
were so inexplicably proud of themselves that they would have fought 
to the death if you shortchanged them. But proud as they were, they 
had no compunction whatsoever about getting down on their hands 
and knees to root around in the lowest shelves for a bottle with an 
incorrect price tag. Sometimes, after a double shift, you didn’t feel so 
bad about selling them something that would knock a cool 20minutes 
off the end of their lives. 

I, myself, quit drinking a few months after I turned 21. Family 
tradition. Folks occasionally ask me how I can stay on the wagon while 
working at a liquor store. I tell them the answer’s in the question. 

This year I went out and got a “real job” making copies in some 
corporate palace in Bethesda, but I still work at Eagle on Saturday 
nights. I don’t really need the money. If you want to know why I stay 
on you’ll have to walk down there yourself some dark night and, when 
no one is looking, flick the switch at the base of the neon sign in the 
parking lot. It lights up like a bicentennial hand grenade; beautiful, and 
completely out of place in stuffy Georgetown. It reads “Free Parking 
while Shopping at Eagle.” It is a thing entirely of this century, and, 
unfortunately, not intended for the next. 

Eagle is on the way out. Mr. Diamond has sold the land for a 
scandalous sum of money and ridden his bicycle back to the sleepy 
beltway suburbs. The cashiers are already fighting over the “vintage” 
rhino head. I wanted to eulogize the store, because I figured no one 
else would. They said it would be gone by March. 

But March has come and gone and Eagle is still there. Rumor has it 
the new owner’s plans for elegant condos have all been given the 
thumbs down by the local powers-that-be. So it looks like Eagle will 
cling to life a little longer, floating on its sea of clinking bottles and 
plastic rubbish. Who was I, anyway, to think I could eulogize a place 
that had dragged so many of us, singing, smiling, fighting, a few feet 
closer to the grave. The best job I ever had. 
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FREE MOVIE PASSES! 
Stop by THE GEORGETOWN HOYA newspaper office, 

located at 421 Leavey Center, 

to pick up your pass to see “Pitch Black” on 
Tuesday, Feb. 15th at 7:30 pm. 

“PITCH BLACK" OPENS FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 18TH. 

TUR 
[LER 

SHEER 
I www.pitch-black.com SDD. 

  
HOYA ADS 

~ THE Hoya 

wants to give you 

IAI] 
All you have to do is redesign our masthead. 

Design a new masthead for Georgetown’s Newspaper of Record, bring it to Leavey 421 
on an 8 1/2-by-11 sheet of paper by March 13th, and if our editors pick your entry, you'll 

: get a $250 gift certificate to The Tombs with our compliments. 
Three conditions — 1. Can’t change our name (After 80 years, THE Hova stay 

2. Must be horizontal, and 

3. No color. 

(Here’s a hint: classy is always better than cute, charming is always better than clever). 
Just think: $250 at The Tombs. That could be your meal plan for the rest of the year. 

Or it could be a really great weekend. 
All on us. Good luck. 

“THE BEST SCREAM OF ALL! 
CLEVER, FUN AND SCARY! 

(202) 687-3947 
  

Live in 
ew York City 

This Summer 

NYU Summer Housing 
May o1—August 12% 2000 

  

Living in an NYU residence hall offers a 

safe and convenient home base while you 

are working, taking classes, or doing 

an internship. 

° Minutes from New York’s business 

and cultural centers. 

* Apartment-style and traditional 

residences; single and double occupancy. 

* Outstanding sports-recreation facility. 

* Over 1,000 day and evening courses. 

Apply early to secure a space. 

For More Information 

www.nyu.edu/summerhousing 

(212) 998-462I 
Mon.-Fri.; 9 am.-5 p.m. ET 

*Depending on enrollment 

New York University is an affirmative action/equal opportunity institution.   
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SATELLITE NETWORK 

LUA 
FRIGHTFEST 
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FREE MOVIE PASSES! 
Stop by THE HOoYA newspaper 
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   “YOU'LL LAUGH. 
YOU'LL SCREAM. 
YOU'LL LOVE 
LIT] 

UPN-TV ; GEMS-TV 

NOT TO 

X11 VE 
Dy iY 3} Porex ~~ Scott Ja PRR EN 

ARQUETTE I fw McComn OR) OW 

DENSON   The most terrifying scream is always the last. 

office to receive a pass 
to see ‘Scream 3," 

now playing city-wide. 
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SOBHANI, rroMm p. 12 

his first attempt coming in 1992, where returns 

placed him third out of eight canidates for the 
Republican nomination. Of his reasons for 
notrunning in the 1996 election against long- 
time incumbent Barbara Milkulski, Sobhani 
said, “You have to pick and choose the right 
time. You need the right experience.” 

Sobhani is not the typical life-long politi- 
cian. He is in favor of term limits and has said 
that he would only serve two terms in office, 
ifelected. 

He is adamant about making English the 
official language of the United States, call- 
ing English “the language of economic op- 
portunity.” 

Because of unemployment problems in 
western Maryland and on its Eastern Shore, 
Sobhani has vowed to bring in $3 billion in 
new business for Maryland companies. He 
has also pledged that if he does not succeed 
in bringing that $3 billion dollar increase he 
won’trun for asecond term. “I’ll bring in this 
business, or I don’t deserve to be re-elected,” 
he said 

Sobhani also wants to ensure a tax-free 
social security plan. In a statement on his 
campaign Web site, sobhani2000.com, he said, 
“Our senior citizens have earned the right to 
have tax-free Social Security benefits.” 

Politics for this candidate are about pub- 
lic service and making people’s lives better. 
His concern is in his constituents, not the 
office itself. “A single mother who earns 
$32,000 a year and whose husband is incar- 
cerated should not have to pay income 

  
COURTESY SOBHANI FOR U.S. SENATE 

tax,” said the candidate. 
The adjunct professor also favors an end to 

the capital gains tax and a tax-free Internet. 
Sobhani’s platform, which focuses much 

of its attention on the hard working, middle- 
class family, is inspired by his humble begin- 
nings, he says. His father was born in Iran 
where he worked with the military. His family 
was persecuted and subsequently fled to 
America, where Sobhani was born in 1960. 

“I studied hard and worked hard. I’m living 
the American dream,” he said. 

Sobhani also commented on his desire to 
“pay back” the country that has given him 
so much. “I love America,” the Republican 
candidate said, “It is the greatest country 
on earth.” i 

While his family did immigrate to the United 
States, Sobhani is in favor of an “immigration 
policy that stops the huddled masses from 
balkanizing America and, instead, helps raise 
the standard of living of those huddled masses 
in their own country of origin,” Sobhani said. 

His cultural background and linguistic skills 
have aided him in his work with Caspian 
Energy and his foreign policy endeavors. He 
speaks Azeri, the Azerbaijan language, French, 
Arabic and Persian. 

As president of the CEC, he has had an 
extensive background in world energy affairs. 
While traveling and giving lectures in Russia, 
Sobhani was able to convince the Azerbaijan’s 
to void a contract with the British and give it 
to America. The Washington Post, also, cred- 
ited Sobhani with opening the Caspian Sea to 
American oil interests. Sobhani believes his 
experience with international business will 
enable him to tie Maryland to the global 
economy, another of his stated goals. 

“Being a Georgetown professor carries a 
lot of clout,” said Sobhani of his ability to 
negotiate with foreign leaders. 

Sobhani’s relationship with Georgetown 
has spanned three decades beginning with 
his enrollment in the College in the class of 
1982. He also earned his masters in economics 
from Georgetown in 1984, as well his doctor- 
ate in political economy. 

He entered Georgetown with what he called 
“probably one of the lowest SAT scores,” so 
he decided to write an essay about how the 
SAT was unfair that he believes got him into 
the university. Now Sobhani wants to elimi- 
nate the test as a prerequisite for college 
entrance. 

Sobhani called students at Georgetown 
“talented individuals” and referred to the 
Hilltop as place that offered him a variety of 
“rich experiences.” Sobhani was especially 
affected by an Israeli professor who inspired 
him to investigate the relationship between 
Israel and Iran. 

Professor Challenges Maryland Senator 
Sobhani Hopes to Make a Signifigant Showing Against Popular Democrat 

Beyond teaching and politics, Sobhani is 
married and has two children, Ashley and 
Cyrus. He is a Catholic who describes himself 
as having a “healthy appreciation for God” 
following a near-death experience as a child 
during which his esophagus was attached to 
his lungs for two years. 

While religion is a “private matter” for the 
professor, he is adamant supporter of starting 
every school day with the Pledge of Alle- 
giance that includes the words: “one nation 
under God.” 

Despite Sobhani’s long-standing relation- 
ship with the university, he has mustered rela- 
tively little support for his campaign, especially 
among the government department. Upon in- 
terview, several professors in the government 
department didn’t know Sobhani personally or 
even know who he is. Sobhani attributes this 
anonymity to the fact that he teaches only one 
day per week. : 

Sobhani may need some of that religious 
faith in an attempt to dethrone Sarbanes. In 
government professor Clyde Wilcox’s estima- 
tion, Sobhani’s chances of winning are “zilch.” 
Sarbanes is a well-liked, 30-year incumbent in 
an overwhelmingly Democratic state. Wilcox 
estimates that Sarbanes’ approval rating is 
close to 75 percent. 

According to Wilcox, 85 percent of incum- 
bents who run for reelection win, and the other 
15 percent are up against “governors, members 
of the house, rich people or celebrities,” all of 
whom have name recognition. While the post 
of professor at Georgetown is certainly an 
esteemed position, it is not tantamount to an 
individual who is in the public eye. 

Fellow government professor Stephen 
Wayne agrees that Sobhani’s chances are slim. 
The only plausible scenario in which Wayne 
could see Sobhani capture the seat is if Sarbanes 
drops out of the election because of personal 
reasons, heath-related or otherwise. 

If a Sarbanes-Sobhani run-off is even to be 
considered, Sobhani must first capture a Re- 
publican primary victory on March 7, and it 
-appears that he is well on his way. Sobhani has 
already raised more than $200,000, more than 
any of his Republican opponents. While some 
may be writing him off already, Sobhani has not 
given up just yet. With his self-proclaimed 
“solid record of accomplishment in the private 
sector,” Sobhani thinks that enough money 
and the right organization will enable him to pull 
off an upset. 

Itis important to Sobhani to convey the right 
message of “conservatism, but caring conser- 
vatism.” 

But in the opinion of some political insiders 
it would be best if Sobhani keeps that victory 
champagne on ice, at least until after the 
primary. 

  

COURTESY SOBHANI FOR U.S. SENATE 

Sobhani with his two childern (left). Right, Sobhani in 1996 with Bob Dole, the Republican presidential nominee, and Ellen Sauerbrey, the 

Republican Maryland Gubenatorial candidate. 
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much beauty and culture as she could take. 
The whole time, I didn’t use a map, just kind 
of felt around and asked normal-looking 
people (i.e. those who weren’t trying to sell 
us laser pointers or propositioning us) how 
to get to the Coliseum, the Pantheon, 
whatever. My Italian got us around fairly 
well, as well as helped get us a nifty hotel 
room and reward us with lots of food and 
wine (like I said, ordering in restaurants is 
important.) 
And it felt good. I’m sure that anytime 

anyone goes abroad, it’s an amazing 
experience, but the satisfaction is com- 
pounded when learned language skills are 
finally applicable. You begin to forgive your 
foreign-language teacher for making you sit 
for hours listening to language tapes or 
participating in what may be tentatively 
labeled as “skits.” 

There are, however, times when the 
natives can make you feel like your attempts 
to learn their lousy language is just an insult 

to their ears. 
Consider this scenario: 
Me (In Italian:) Excuse me please, but 

where is the Metro Station? 
Italian Guy (In English:) You’re American, 

right? As in, “Stupid American”? 
Me: Yeah... 
Guy (Obviously exasperated and annoyed 

by my presence, in English): It’s two blocks 
down and to the right. Can you understand 
that? 
Myself (Ego torn in half): Um, yeah. 

Thanks. 
Guy: Whatever.   —— 

Well, maybe it’s not quite as harsh as that, 
but that scenario, or some version of it, does 
arise from time to time. But sometimes your 
American-ness is simply thrown in your face, 
and it stings a little. 

Why is that, after all? 
In a sense, the prevalence of American 

culture can be comforting and helpful. Again, 
back to this weekend: my best friend, who 
doesn’t speak a word of Italian, made it by 
herself via train from Pisa to Florence. She 
was worried about the endeavor, but I offered 
her two nuggets of wisdom. Primarily, there 
are some really, and I mean really dumb 
people out there who have made it success- 
fully through Europe. Secondly, everyone 
speaks English anyway. She made it there 
safely, and ironically, we met each other in 
front of the McDonald’s at Santa Maria 
Novella station. McDonald’s, second only to 
the actual American Embassy as far as 
American symbols in Italy go, is where I said 
goodbye to her after the weekend, as well. 

But in other cases, sometimes it’s not so 

cool to be from the “Stati Uniti.” This 
weekend, we got ripped off ridiculously by 
cabbies, were harrassed by men dressed up 
as gladiators in front of the Coliseum (not as 
fun as it sounds), and were spurned by the 
clerks at Benetton. Poor us, I know, but it is 

still no fun to feel stupid. 
Which brings me to this topic: What 

makes a person look American? Neither my 
friend nor I has blonde hair, nor did we sport 
our North Face jackets. We didn’t walk 
around with tour books, cameras or money 

belts evident either. Well, okay, granted, we 

American Sterotypes Makes Life Difficult 
were carrying around big foam rubber hands 
that read “Number One Yankees Fan,” and 
singing “Stars and Stripes Forever” at the top 
of our voices, but I didn’t think that was so 

noticeable. 
The spooky thing is that once you have 

been branded a dreaded “ugly American” one 
too many times, you start slipping into Euro 
mode. I come from an area where people refer 
to soft drinks as “pop” and watch Friends with 
the best of them, but Id be lying if I said I 
didn’t have a leather jacket and a cell phone. I 
know people here who try to actively pretend 
that they’re not American by refusing to speak 
English with other American tourists, which is 
actually kind of a dumb move since they don’t 
know Italian so well, so they just end up 
looking like jerks. Whatever floats your Prada 
boat, I suppose. 

I’m sure that everyone remembers a time 
when they were wandering around their home 
town back in the States and they felt bad for or 
needed to talk loudly and slowly for a visitor 
for another country who was lost. Maybe 
some of you remember laughing at them as 
well. It’s weird to be in the other position, but 
that’s how it is when you’re abroad. 

We may be the snottiest little princes and 
princesses of Georgetown or the most gracious 
and well-meaning travelers that ever were, but 
the fact of the matter is that we are guests. No 
matter how American (or for that matter, un- 
American) I may look, it’s still something I’ve 
gotta face. Yes, I am the dumb tourist. But hey, 
give me a call on my cell if you want to talk 
about it. Meanwhile, I’m going to go comfort 
myself with some McNuggets di Pollo.   
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National Building Museum: 

Monumentally ‘Breathtaking’ 

  
GiLLIAN BURGESS/7 HE HovA 

The National Building Museum imposes a certian prominence. 
  

BUILDING, rroM P. 12 

feeling from the outside, with the regular win- 
dows and their square panes and the 15.5 
million bricks that compose the structure. 
Closer examination reveals the frieze that runs 
along the building’s entire exterior — 1,200 
feet long — and depicting row upon row of 
marching Civil War soldiers, their guns slinged 
against their soldiers, drummer boys in the 
front, mounted generals in the rear. 

Indeed, the building itself reflects the grand 
scale valued in Civil War era America, an 
artifact of its time. It was originally designed 
to house the Pension Bureau by architect 
Montgomery C. Meigs, who served as quar- 
termaster general of the United States in 
charge of provisions during the Civil War. 

The first look at the interior is under- 
whelming — probably too much to make 
sense of in one glance. But a few steps into 
the aptly named great hall reveal an interior 
as splendid as any in the district. Bathed in 
natural light, the space is large enough to 
stage a professional football game. But 
bawdy shenanigans have no place in this 
building, where reds, whites and gold estab- 
lish a stately and dignified environment that 
leaves visitors speaking in hushed tones. 

The most striking feature of the great hall, 
the Corinthian columns that line the room, 
climb 75 feet to their capitals, among the 
tallest interior columns in the world. Each 
one is eight feet wide and made of 70,000 
bricks, though a convincing paint job makes 
them appear pure Italian marble, straight 
from the quarry and polished by 
Michelangelo. 

This breathtaking building alone, which 
climbs to 15 stories at its highest point, 
would make for a worthwhile exhibit. But it 
stands as a mere backdrop to the exhibits 
that it houses. 

At one end of the hall, building materials 
rest on the floor, planks and tiles ready for 
the weekly “If I Had a Hammer” program, 
where students can construct actual build- 
ings with expert instruction. 

At the other end, a singer dressed as a 
clown croons for 75 kids and their parents. 
Enormous speakers pump out his infernal 
tunes, which are deafening at one end of the 
hall and inaudible at the other. Beside the 
central fountain, tables and chairs are a per- 
fect place for a lunch from the café — and it 
is a good idea to get something to eat before 
attempting to go through the exhaustive 
exhibits. 

But it is worth the effort. The best place to 
start is at the two permanent exhibits — 

Building a Legend and Washington: Symbol 
and City. The first is about the history of the 
building, replete with artifacts from the 1881 
construction and details of the hundreds of 
busts that ring the building’s upper level. 
The other exhibit details the design and 
construction of the Washington that we see 
today. Two of the most exquisite and com- 
plete scale models of downtown Washing- 
ton offer an excellent way to see how the city 
has evolved. 

Perhaps the most interesting aspect of the 
exhibit is how far it is willing to go in describ- 
ing the Washington that could have been. 
The Washington Monument could have 
been a garish pyramid of sorts and the 
Smithsonian castle could have been removed 
to make space for more “modern” (read: more 
concrete) buildings. Instead, by exploring 
these anecdotes, we come to appreciate a 
timeless city. 

The current exhibits explore a wide swath 
of American building. See the USA exam- 
ines the ’50s and ’60s from the front seat of 
amuscle car tearing across the asphalt jungle 
of America. The cars, roads, gas stations 

and roadside amusements, now the stuff of 

legends, are all depicted in photographs 
and models — hammering home a sense of 
both national culture and an architectura 
moment. : $ 

Or, another exhibit, Scale, is a presenta- 
tion of the best new conceptual designs of 
young architects. By looking at these mod- 
els and diagrams, the future of building in 
America comes to be seen — as a time when 
the body becomes so intrinsically linked to 
the scale of projects that building becomes 
more personal than it ever has been. 

Finally, some of the exhibits make us think. 

Smart Growth examines the suburban explo- 
sion over the last 40 years and the accompa- 
nying changes in the way we live work and 
interact. It is mostly, though, propaganda 
advertising elements of managed growth that 
seem to advocate fascist-like order to expan- 
sion and development. 

Mostly, though, it makes us wonder how 

we fit in the world — what we mean to it and 
what it means to us. We wonder how we can 
leave our mark. 

In the museum, we see how action (ham- 

mers, nails and sweat) turn ideas (plans, 

hopes and dreams) into realities (buildings) 
— leaving us hoping that somehow, some- 
time, we can leave our impression on the 
world through something of such awesome 
permanence. 

  

    GILLIAN BURGESS /7 1% Hov4 

The nuts and bolts of the Nation Building Museum; the artwork outside demonstrates the 

essence of building. 
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It looks like a perfect d. 

The only problem is, it’s a p. 

It’s dyslexia. A reading disability where some kids confuse their d's with their ps, bs and gs. 
They also have problems connecting letters to their sounds. But, with early detection and the right 
help, most kids with learning disabilities can go on to do well in school. Thats because they're 

just as smart as you and I. They just process information differently. Call 1-888-GR8-MIND 
or visit us at www.ldonline.org to find out what you can do to help your child. 

THERE'S NO REASON TO BE HELD BACK. 

Tuesday, February 15,2000 
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lentine’s Day: ‘A Cruel Reality Check?’ Valentine s Day: el Reality Check : 
iPad ; > ne sens | This Week’s Crossword 

What Makes Valentines Day? Flowers? Chocolates? Dinner? Sex: 

VALENTINE’S, From Pp. 12 

on Valentine’s Day. Beyond my ing that others can easily under- out of me. a Ee 
terrible assignment schedule, stand your feelings, seems to stem Actually the idea of marrying vi BE tT ]2 IB 8 5 Bere 9 110 Jit 12 |13 
though, why does Valentine’s Day from the practice. anyone scares the hell out of me. 
receive such a public lashing? A 16th century custom, forcing Possibly that’s where the real : 14 15 16 
Why are we so anti-Feb. 14? Why young men and women to declare hatred of Valentine’s Day stems. hw 
is it that dislike such a common admiration for one another, and Reminders of your status are FHEBAWTLR 7 8 19 
phenomenon, that almost every- subsequently pair off, is the annoying at worst, and feeling = CT 
one jumps on the bandwagon of source of a sweet cliché concern- clichéd doesn’t seem to bother 

Valentine’s Day bashing (but ing true romance. Hmmm. Wonder most Georgetown socialites, but = 15 
helps to send out one billion cards what the Georgetown scene will the idea of real love, having a ACROSS 

all the same)? yield 500 years from now? Amiable: purpose in the muddle of life — : 6 127 55129 0 1a Ia 
It seems to me that Valentine’s hook-ups without the alcohol? it seems an overbearing respon- y Sey ee or 

Day is a cruel reality check for Love in college seems so sibility. 9 ry or 35 34 35 138 37 
everyone. Those without relation- irrational. If we are all, through When we claim to hate 14. Indian Queen 

ships get to evaluate their situa- metamorphosis — the topic of yet  Valentine’s Day, perhaps what 15. Neighbor of California 38 38 }j40 41 $42 
tion and wonder what’s wrong (or another of my papers due we hate is the notion that we’re 16. Make happy 
right) with them. Those within Valentine’s Day — changing into supposed to do something about 17. Artisan 43 44 45 
relationships get to examine different people, how can we meet the loneliness/bliss/tiredness 19. Golf betting game 
exactly where the relationship the person who loves us for “who that plagues us. Perhaps it’s a 20. Coward's spirit in a play 46 47 j48 149 150 51 52 
stands: Flowers? Chocolates? we are?” We’re in the process of wake-up call, an impression that 21. Neighbor of Maryland 

Dinner? Sex? molding or discovering “who we whatever we’re attempting is the 22. Whereitsat 53 54 155 [56 
Truthfully, who is in the worst wrong idea. Perhaps we don’t 23. Coward's first name. 

situation? I suppose it comes need to feel like we want 24. Military offense ; 57 Jo8 9 0 Bf 2 
down to a ratio of who is more something or maybe we do. I A ii Ar we I= - fa 
likely to pick a correct and agree- don’t think there’s a united a3, pa Saw 2g vue 2 
able answer. Personally, I’m on the answer, though it seems to 37. G.E. owns this or 0 

single side, and no matter what my | be a collective fear. Regard- 38. Grecian potteries 
evaluation reveals, I am con- less, Valentine’s Day is 39. The way to enjoy a ripe peach 1 §5) 
demned or adored only by myself. hitting some sort of similar 43. Mich. Arbor 

The girl that happily chooses 
flowers instead of — 
oh, let’s be creative 
— sex, might have a 

kids would wear that name on their 

direction of connubial status. The 
ritual hasn’t been kept in practice. 
However, today’s idea of wearing 
your heart on your sleeve, mean- 

Springfest 2000!!-- The Celbration 
for Students’. Classic Bech Cot- 
tages & The Pirate’s Cove. A 
Beach Week Special for Party 
Animals. Don’t miss out. Stu- 
dent Beachline: 1-800-714- 
8687. Myrtlebeachtours.com 
We are your place at the 
beach. 
  

Looking for a place to live?-- 
www.housing101.net... Your 
move off campus! Free room- 
mate sublet listings. 
  

Summer Sublets Needed--Two 
Tulane Law students looking to 
sublet in the D.C. area. 504/866- 
0539 
  

$1500 weekly potential mailing 
our circulars. No experience re- 
quired. Free information 
packet. Call 202-452-5942 
  

|| PAID INTERNSHIP--Energetic 
and progressive person needed 
to assist in carrying out duties 
of the Smith Company, an or- 
ganization that promotes 
Women's Rights, the Demo- 
cratic Party, and Arts and Envi- 
ronmental Organizations. Mini- 

                    

    

         
cheers on their side. A random 

Georgetown graduate. Honestly? 
I’ve met some amazing people 
here, but the idea that I will 
marry one of them scares the hell 

ACT NOW! Last chance to reserve 
your spot for SPRING BREAK! 
Discounts for 6 or more! South 
Padre, Cancun, Jamaica, Ba- 
hamas, Acapulco, Florida & 
Mardi Gras. Reps. 
needed...travel free. 800-838- 
8203/www.leisuretours.com 
  

Flyer Distributors needed imme- 
diately to hand out flyers. Good 
pay. Flexible hours. 202-331- 
8372, 202-898-1122 
  

Early Bird Discount 
Europe $288 (r/t+taxes) 

TRAVELANYTIME IN 2000! 
Mexico/Caribbean $159 (r/ 
t+taxes) CHEAP FARES 

WORLDWIDE! Call: 800-326- 
2009 www.airhitch.org 
  

BlueCrossBlueShield Student 
Health Plan now available for 
as low as $21.70 a month (de- 
pending on your state of resi- 
dence). Please call 301-652- 
4000 for a free application and 
brochure. 
  

Students, volunteer with us! 
The Audubon Naturalist Society 
needs volunteers for its School 

  

tune in so many people. 
Rather than joining the 

amassed laments, why not 

think a little? Valentine’s Day 

when everyone thinks a little (if 

clichés begin. Valentine’s Day is 
a lovely holiday. And if you're 
reading this, at least you sur- 

vived. 

Classifieds 

  

GO DIRECT! #1 Internet-based 
Spring Break company offering 
WHOLESALE pricing! We 
have the other companies 

begging for mercy! All Destina- 
tions! Guaranteed Lowest 

Price! 
1-800-367-1252 

www.springbreakdirect.com 
  

Groovy Dude! Get paid while you 
surg the internet! It's that easy 
with no gimmicks: 
www.groovydude.com 
  

Springfest 2000! ‘The Celebration 
for Students’. Classic Beach 
Cottages & The Pirate’s Cove. 
A Beach Week Special for Party 
Animals. Don’t miss out. Stu- 
dent Beachline: 1-800-714- 
8687. Myrtlebeachtours.com 
We are your place at the beach.   
Spring Break 2000 

PARTY ALL NIGHT 

CLOTHES OPTIONAL 

Organize groups for 2 

trips 

Prices!!! 

ree 

Lowest 

Cancun & Jamaica 

MTV's Spring Break 

  
              

  

              

45, Buddhist monuments 
46. Fear of new fear 
52. Sign used in expressing motion 
53. Aboriginal Japanese 

6. Rather plain 
7. Detergent brand 49. Knob setting 

48. Hesponses fo the villain 
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very disappointed may be superficial, it may be a 54. Bunyan's pet 1... cht Last Week's Answers 
boy toy (or vice “trick of the candy and card 5... what 12. Eruptor 
versa, for those out companies, plausibly an 3. Re Biot 2 Romine 
there tired of outdated tradition, but 63. Nuger Hoople's Expressions br dup i 
Georgetown stereo- that’s not the reason we 65. What hard-playing children get 26. One whe sells words 
types). Much like the hate it. Our obligations 68. Skit : 27. Glisten 
prisoner’s dilemma of my press into our souls 365 69. Wife of Aegir 29. Direction 
ethics course, which coinciden- days a year, but on Valentine’s 70. Add up 30. A type of coffee pot 

tally also has a paper due on Day, a part of that pressure is 71. What the microwave does 31. Briliiance 
Feb. 14, the single person has a revealed to the world. It’s 72. Termite 32. Mother's response 
better chance at a happy Lou CARAVELLA/ uncomfortable, but it’s therapeu- 73, Unfeeling “Becausel 
Valentine’s Day. THE Hova tic. On the eve of Feb. 15, 34. domini 

In one ancient tradition, whether manically depressed or DOWN 35. State next to CT 
however, no one could enjoy a gleefully happy, somewhat 36. Symbol for actinon 
Valentine’s Day solo. Some are.” It doesn’t confused or calmly composed, 1. Bow 40. Pronoun 
villages used to force all the seem logical. we’ve all thought about some- 2. Apparel : 41.Cousin_! 
single young men and women of Still, some believe thing considerable. We’ve Ee A Sopan 2 Mona anny 
town to put their names in a bowl they will meet the love of their pondered a part of our position in 5 a yop oonany a7. Nothing i 
and draw another name out. The life here. Somehow, probability the universe. Imagine, a day ; : 

  

    

56. Thai monies 62 
  

counter 
sleeve, and court the individual for statistic: I’ve heard 50 percent of only right before they drink 8. Like a coop 50. Jamaican slang 57. One of the warring factions 64. Latin greeting 
one week. It was a hint of some the students who graduate from themselves smashed). Let the 9. Dictator 51, Away 58. 8-Shaped curve 66. Female given name 

sort, or perhaps a shove in the Georgetown marry another celebrations, reality checks, and 10. Soda 55. High card 61. A sax 67. Fox's reputation     
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   Tuesday, February 15 
® On-line Housing Applications are due from males in the Classes 

of 2001 and 2002. Please check your e-mail for application 

procedures. 

® A Hindu-Muslim Dialogue--A panel discussion between mem- 

bers and scholars of the two faiths, with a question and 

answer period. 

7:00pm, Copley Formal Lounge 

Event is open to media.and public 

For more info call David Daftary (202)337-5667 

® Religion: African tradition in American Tradition 

Santeria, Voodoo, Hoodoo, the Black Church...do they have Afri- 

can roots? Come find out from Prof. J. Murphy 

6:00pm, White Gravenor 301A 

Event is open to media and public 

For more info call Ciatta Baysah at zinna@hotmail.com 

® Symposium & Poetry Reading: “Poetry & Ethics: The Question 

of Language” with Peter Baker, Nicole Brossard, Carole Forche, 

& Joan Retallack 

5:00pm, ICC Auditorium 

Poetry reading 

8:00pm, ICC Auditorium 

Event is open to media and public. 

For more info, call Dr. Mark McMorris at (202)687-2531 

  

Wednesday, February 16 

® On-line Housing Applications are due from females in the 

Classes of 2001 and 2002. Please check your e-mail for appli- 

cation procedures. 

® Dr. Bonnie Thornton Dill Lecture--Between a Rock and a Hard 

  

      
    

] 
  

     

    

® Donn B. Murphy One Acts Festival 

Mask and Bauble will present this. Tickets are $4. 

8:00pm, Poulton Hall 

Event is open to media and public. 

For more info call Katie Duda at (202)687-6783 

Friday, February 18 

® Donn B. Murphy One Acts Festival 

Mask and Bauble will present this. Tickets are $4. 

8:00pm, Poulton Hall 

Event is open to media and public. 

For more info call Katie Duda at (202)687-6783 

® 27th Annual Cherry Tree Massacre 

The Cherry Tree Massacre is Georgetown'’s largest a capalla 

event and attracts collegiate groups from around the country. 

7:30pm, Gaston Hall, Healy Building 

For more info call (202)333-NOTE 

Saturday, February 19 

® Donn B. Murphy One Acts Festival 

Mask and Bauble will present this. Tickets are $4. 

8:00pm, Poulton Hall 

Event is open to media and public. 

Tuesday, February 22 

® Lecture by Shirley Hazzard regarding her new book, “Greene 

on Capri” 

6:00pm, ICC Auditorium 

For more info call Katie Duda at (202)687-6783 

Caleriar 
   

   
   
    

      

    
        

        
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
          

      

        

    

        
    

     

   

mum 25-30 hours per week. 
Lotus Notes and Word Perfect 
proficient. Great work environ- 
ment. Access ot Metro. Call 
Anna Gisetti for an interview at 
(202) 895-0900, M-F 10am- 

Ecology Project in DC public 
elementary schools. Opportu- 
nities include team teaching AR 

ecology once a week during the www .susplashtours.com 
school day, read-aloud program 1-800-426-7710 
for one hour a week or a week- 

The event is free and open to the public and to the press. A 

reception and book signing will follow at 7pm. 

Contact: Georgetown Library Associates at (202) 687-7446 

® The selection order for the Classes of 2001 and 2002 will be 

posted at 5pm at http://www.georgetown.edu/housing/aca- 

demic , 
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Bahamas, 

Headquarters 

Barbados, Place: Motherhood, Choice and Welfare in the Rural South 

7:00pm, Healy 104 

Event is open to media and public 

For more info call Leslie Byers at (202)687-3117. 

® Socialism and Post-communism in Europe 

Padre, 

  

  

  

4pm. The Smith end garden project. Experience | Trendsetters--Need hip, energetic : ! : ; 
Company.EOE. is not necessary. Call Barbara people 18+ to serve as youth- Fr. d80nYias Calvez, 54 will talk in relation Po his fecenty 

at (301) 652-9188 x18 for de- published book, “Socialismes et Marxismes. Un inventaire pour Saturday, February 26 

Summer Jobs tails. great pay and fun(flex. hrs.) Call demain.” ® The Classes of 2001 and 2002 select housing in the Village C 

For the Environment $3000 to toll free 1-877-619-8022 or mail 12:00pm, ICC 662 Multi-Purpose Room as scheduled. 

$5000/ Summer Mexico/Caribbean or Central slackertrip@yahoo.com Event is open to media and public. To attend, RSVP to Maria 
Campaign to Save Wilderness, 

Endangered Species and to 
Reduce Toxic Pollution. 
Make a Difference! 

Offices in Over 30 States 
Campaign To Save the 

America $229 r.t. Europe 
$179 o.w. Other world wide 
destinations cheap. ONLY TER- 
RORISTS GET YOU THERE 
CHEAPER! Air-Tech (212) 
2219-7000. www. airtech.com. 

Snyder at (202) 687-8067 by 2/15. 

® Memorial Mass for the late University Archivisit Jon Reynolds, 

who passed away on January 2. 

4:00pm, Dahlgren Chapel 

All are invited to attend 

Tuesday, February 29 

® World-renowned Linguist Deborah Tannen to speak on Jewish 

conversational style. 

6:00pm, Copley Formal Lounge 

A number of Tannen’s books will be available for purchase after 

SPRING BREAK 
cancun-damaica-Pahamas 

399 *399 *Y59_ 
  

  

    
    

      

          

Environment e-mail: fly@airtech.com panamd o i iin! For more info, contact the Office of Campus Ministry at 202/687- the lecture, during which time there will be a book signing. 

1-800-75-EARTH city ENDLESS e 4300 This event is co-sponsored by Georgetown University’s Jewish 

#1 Panama City Vacations!-- SUMMER | Ministry (Jewish Student Association and Jewish Association 

    

#1 Spring Break Vacations!-- 
Cancun, jamaica, Bahamas, & 
Florida. Best Prices Guaran- 
teed!!! Free Parties & Cover 
charges! Spaces Limited! Book 
it now! All Major Credit Cards 
Accepted! 

1-800-234-7007 
Www.endlesssummertours.com 
— 

Party Beachfront @ The Board- 
walk. Summit Condo’s & Mark 
Il. Free Drink Parties! Walk to 
Best Bars! Absolute Best Price! 
All Major Credit Cards Ac- 
cepted! 

1-800-234-7007 
www.endlesssummertours.com 

of Graduate Students) and the Jewish Studies Initiative 

This event is open to the media and the public. If interested in 

attending, please RSVP to 202-687-1882. Media in need of 

additional information should contact the Office of Communi- 

cations at the number listed above. After business hours, you 

may reach a public relations staff member by calling 202-687- 

PAGE 

Thursday, February 17 

® Music & African America; R&B/Soul 

In honor of Black History Month, the Pan African Council will 

sponsor this. 

6:00pm, ICC 

This event is open to media and public 

For more info write Ciatta Baysah at zinna@hotmail.com 

lA 
APE RETIN PEI         
Err Tne 

1-800-234-7007 
   

  

        www.endlesssummertours.com 
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EAGLE 

Ode to Eagle: 

A Georgetown 

Legacy 
Editor’s Note: This award-winning 

column ran in the March 30, 1999, issue 

of THE HoYA. 

By JonaH NoLan 
Hoya Starr WRITER   

Looks like I won’t get the chance to 
finish counting all the bottles in Mr. 
Diamond’s amazing booze shop. My best 
guess would be there’s a million of them, 
in every shape and flavor you could 
imagine. Egyptian honey wine in little 
blunt bottles, Grappa in slender blown 
glass, Jim Beam ina ceramic ’59 T-Bird. . 
All the world’s cultures nestled together 
and fermenting happily on dusty 
shelves. We had everything; and if we 
didn’t have it, you were a damn fool for 
asking for it in the first place. 

Eagle Wine & Liquor is impossible to 
miss, one block east of the intersection 
of M Street and Key Bridge, capped with 
a flock of neon eagles (which always 
looked more like seagulls to me). It has 
been there as long as anyone cares to 
remember, and always in the possession 
of one Mr. Diamond or the next. Rumor 
has it that during Prohibition they sold 
bait and tackle up front and sudsy beer 
in back. 

These days Eagle is old, but not 
charming. The floors are not parquet but 
linoleum, or, to be accurate, the remains 
of linoleum, worn through to the con- 
crete below. The decor is composed 
strictly of junk, promotional detritus from 
six decades: mirrors and fake barrels and 
trinkets; even the mounted plastic head 
of a rhino. The newer stuff has little 
electric motors and blinking lights, but 
the concept remains unchanged: 
something bright and shiny to attract the 
drunks. 

1 got my first job at Eagle about three 
years ago. I was brought on to help hoist 
the summer wine into the upstairs 
warehouse. After that, I just stayed. I 
always preferred jobs on the dark side of 
customer service, so as soon as I 
discovered that people still think you’re 
doing them a favor by selling them 
liquor, I quit my job as a security guard. I 
became a cashier jockey, armed with a 
baseball bat and an extra roll of quarters. 

I was also pretty charmed by my 
coworkers. Like Sam, who dropped 
bombs all over Germany from the back 
seat of a B-17, and could still sell barrels 
of brine to the ocean. Or Bob, another 
vet, who tried, in vain, to teach me how 

to sniff out the difference between an 
Islay and a Speyside. Or Olga, from 
Guyana, who sat in the front eating her 
vegetables and rice and barking incom- 
prehensible orders over the PA. Or 
gentleman Jim, a bona fide genius in 
hiding, who spent his idle moments 
banging out novel after novel on the 

See ODE TO EAGLE, ». 8   

ERA DRAWS TO A END 
Georgetown s Eagle Wine and Liquor Closes Its Door F: or The Last Time 
  

  

  
BRYAN STEIL/7 HE Hov4 

Eagle Wine & Liquors, one of Georgetown’s oldest businesses, will close its doors at the end of the week. A building complex with an 
underground parking garage is to take its place. 
  

Appreciation 

By Joe HARTEN 
Hoya STAFF WRITER 
  

the past 67 years. 

Early Beginnings 

Heralded in its history, noted in its professionalism and its 
humbled in it departure, Eagle Wine & Liquor will leave behind a 
certain legacy when its M Street doors close for the final time. 
Eagle, one of Georgetown’s oldest businesses, is set to close up 
shop on Friday and wait two years to re-open with a new look and 
new management, attempting to, at best, equal the renowned 
success of Eagle that Georgetown has come to know and love for 

293 
here. 

Service with More Than Just a Smile 
67 Years After Its Opening Eagle Wine & Liquor Closes 

George and Karen have attained celebrity status in the neigh- 
borhood that has been their home during their tenure running 
Eagle. “Georgetown is a fine neighborhood,” Karen said. “Walk- 
ing home we will often hear street people say, ‘Hello, Mr. Dia- 
mond,” and my husband will turn to me and say ‘See, I’m famous 

Many Georgetown students have been employees and 
customers of Eagle Wine & Liquor. The Diamonds often run into 
people all over the country and the world who know Eagle as a 
staple of their Georgetown experience. “Wherever we go, we meet 
Georgetown students who know Eagle,” Karen said. “But we 
never sold to underage people. We are trying to make a living, but 

  

  two years. 

Liquor to Georgetown’s friendly confines. Opened the day after 
the amendment was repealed, Eagle has been serving the 
Georgetown community and the university’s students since 1933. 
Three generations of the Diamond family have been keeping Eagle 
alive throughout the years, with the grandfather of present owner 
George Diamond starting the post-prohibition operation. George 
and his wife, Karen, sadly watch Eagle go this week, eager for new 
opportunities and the re-birth of the Eagle name in the new M 
Street development set to take over the building in approximately 

The 21st Amendment did great things for the pro-alcohol, anti- 
Prohibition Americans of the 1930s. It also brought Eagle Wine & 

we are not trying to hurt people.” 

Leaving Eagle Behind 
  

Many will be sad to see the vast selection, friendly faces and 
familiar voices of Eagle go. “We have had numerous comments 
about how people will miss us,” Ksren said. “Many people are sad 
to see an old Georgetown business go.” The “property sold” 
clearance has become something of a fire sale with liquor going for 
up to 50 percent off and shelves emptier by the day. The owners 
have been amazed to see so many people come in to pick up what is 
left of the supplies from their favorite liquor store. Presumably, many 

See APPRECIATION, ». 8 

  

Half Your Age Plus Seven 

Saints, Birds, Wolves, Oh My! 
The Reality and True Beginnings of St. Valentine's Day 

Each week one senior and one fresh- 
man will,in turn write on their perspec- 
tives on the Hilltop. This week, Amanda 
Burke, a freshman in the McDonough 
School of Business, continues: 

LL RIGHT, SO THE HEARTS AND CUPIDS 
A kisses make some people sick. 

That’s cool. Be sick. Valentine’s 
Day, with overzealous intentions, and 

over-dramatic desires, is still a lovely 
holiday. 

Consider it this way: there are three St. 
Valentines. Two are martyrs buried, as a 
result of their public deaths, directly 

outside of Rome. The other starved in 
Africa. None of them lived happy lives — 
martyrs stoned, clubbed or starved to 
death generally don’t — and in compari- 

son, none of us have any reason to 
complain on Valentine’s Day. At least we 

aren’t dead, right? 
Furthermore, the date is a result of the 

Middle Age belief that birds began to pair 

off in the middle of February combined 
with the Pagan occasion of “The Feast of 
Purification” — where Luperci priests 

prayed to the wolf deity Lycaeus at the 

  

  

     

  

Amanda 

Burke 

  
cave of Palentine. 

So, what we really celebrated on 
Monday is the painful lives and deaths of 
three saints, on a day consecrated by the 
mating of birds and ancient pagan rituals 
concerning wolf worship. How romantic. 

Of course, none of the facts make a 

difference. Historical truth doesn’t really 
matter. The idea that at least one day of 
our year is dedicated to love is a great 
concept. The Warner Bros. Network can 
then actually appeal to the mushy 
sentiment of the female viewers. Video 
stores can have a run on the romance 
section. My English professor can assign 
a paper about love. Due — when else? — 

See VALENTINE’S, ». 11   

Hoyas Abroad 

Non Sono Americana 
Italy Intimidating Even for ‘Certified Globetrotter’ 
Occasionally one undergraduate student 

studying overseas will write about his or 
her experience abroad. This week Claire 
Zulkey, a junior at Villa de Balze, in 
Florence, Italy continues: 

By CLAIRE ZULKEY 
SpecrAL 70 THE HoyA   

Okay, I admit it. For a 20 year-old, when it 
comes to traveling, there are times when I 
believe myself to be, as people sometimes 
say, “the man.” I 

I can figure out where to stay, how to get 
there, what to see and what to eat, meanwhile 

carrying all the possessions I need in a tiny 
EB-tek backpack. Of course, if you knew me 
at all, you would know full well that I am 
actually a complete baby and somewhat 
incompetent. However, for creative purposes, 
let’s just pretend that when it comes to 
getting myself around Europe, I really do 
think I am, as the kids like to call it, “all that.” 

But anyway, when I am feeling fully 
confident as a certified globetrotter, it is 

usually while I’m on my “home turf,” here in 
Italy. ] 

I am absolutely horrible at learning 
languages, but after two and a half semesters 

    
of blood, sweat and yes, actual tears (as well 

as lots of practice ordering food in restau- 
rants, which is so vital and rewarding in the 
end), I’ve become fairly proficient. Note that 
when I say “proficient,” I can casually 
converse or ask directions, but before 

anyone comes asking me to translate Dante 
from the original vernacular for them, I still 
sometimes answer the question “How are 
you?” with “Yes.” 

But when I can use Italian, it’s pretty 
groovy. For instance, this weekend was a 
sense of pride to me — I led my best friend 
around Rome, cramming down her throat as 

See NON SONO, ». 9 

COURTESY S0BANI FOR U.S. SENATE 

Senatorial hopeful Prof. Rob Sobhani and his 
family. 

Sobhani’s 
  

Second Try 
GU Professor Makes 

Maryland Senatorial Bid 
By DAviD APPELBAUM 
Speciar ro THE Hoy   

If you don’t succeed, try, try again. 
That is the feeling in a small room situated on 

the ground floor of a Bethesda, Md. office build- 
ing, situated justa few miles north of Georgetown. 
Inside sit many signs, large and small, a dozen 
chairs and three makeshift desks with comput- 
ers. Here one will find the campaign headquar- 
ters of Dr. Rob Sobhani (CAS 82). 

Despite some experts forecasts that Sobhani 
may not have much of a chance to oust the 
incumbent democrat, Paul Sarbanes, in this com- 
ing November’s Maryland senatorial race, it 
won’t stop him from trying his hardest. 

The 39 year-old has been an adjunct profes- 
sor in the government department for the past 
ten years after graduating from Georgetown 
with a doctorate in political economy. In addi- 
tion to teaching one class every Tuesday, 
Sobhani is also president of Caspian Energy 
Company, a company that promotes American 
business overseas. 

This will be Sobhani’s second senatorial bid, 
See SOBHANI, ». 9 

  

  

Gian BURGESS/7 HE Hox4 

The National Building Museum 

Roving Reporter: 

Building Magnificent 

Museums 
By Tim HAGGERTY 

  

Hoya Starr WRITER     We are what we build. Far more sophisticated 
and insightful than our childhood theories about 

turning into a piece of spaghetti, this truism 
actually holds true. More than simple trinkets of 
time passed, the permanent structures that we 
erect go a long way toward building an under- 
standing of our society. 

The National Building Museum devotes itself 
to the study of these structures. The museum, 
which is itself a phenomenal architectural accom- 
plishment, is as packed as Ebenezer Scrooge’ 
Christmas Eve. The past, present and future of 
American building are explored through tempo- 
rary and permanent exhibitions in the museum’s 
eight exhibition halls. But this museum is far more 
than the sum of its exhibits. 

From the exterior, the building’s deep-red brick 
work accentuates its long horizontals — a rect- 
angle of 400 by 200 feet — and seeming to come 
from a different world than the concrete behe- 
moths of Judiciary Square. It has a factory-like 

See BUILDING, ».9 
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WOMEN’S HOOPS 

Syracuse Proves 

Too Much for GU 
NCAA Hopes Slipping 

From Georgetown’s Grasp 
By STEPHEN OWENS 
Hora STAFF WRITER   

The Georgetown women basketball team’s 
NCAA tournament hopes suffered a devastating 
ad perhaps irreparable setback last Saturday 
when conference rival Syracuse shocked the Hoyas 
witha 75-62 win in Syracuse, N.Y. 
The Hoyas fell to 13-9 on the season and 6-5 in 

the conference, while the Orangewomen mustered 

aly their third conference win this season as they 
climbed to 3-7 in the Big East and 10-11 overall. 
The loss was the Hoya’s first to a non-ranked 

opponent since Dec. 4, when the Hoyas dropped 
172-62 contest to an up-and-coming Tulane squad 
that climbed into the top 25 soon thereafter. 

In addition to dimming Georgetown’s NCAA 
fournament aspirations, the loss bumped the Ho- 
yas down to sixth place in the Big East when 
Villanova upset 19th-ranked Boston College, 
whom the Hoyas play Wednesday in a must-win 
conference match-up. 
Saturday’s match-up between the Hoyas and 

Orangewomen featured the Big East’s top two 
scorers in junior guard Katie Smrcka-Duffy and 
Syracuse’s Beth Record, and both players lived 
upto their reputation. Smrcka-Duffy led all scorers 
with23 points as she topped the 20-point mark for 
the fourth game in a row. 
Record contributed 19 points to Syracuse’s win- 

ning effort and led her team with five steals, the 
cause of nearly half of Georgetown’s 12 turnovers. 
Syracuse put forth one of their best efforts of the 

year against the Hoyas, shooting nearly 50 percent 
fromthe field, including an impressive 5-for-9 from 
three-pointrange. The Orangewomen, led by junior 
forward Leigh Aziz’s 11 rebounds, also dominated 
the boards, outrebounding the Hoyas 49-32. Aziz 
added 11 points to the Orangewomen’s offensive 
effort to complete the double-double. 
The Hoyas, on the other hand, shot a sub-par 

35percent from the field and were amiserable 4-for- 
19 from beyond the arc before Smrcka-Duffy and 
sophomore guard Lesley Walker combined to hit 
atrio of three-pointers in the final two minutes. 
Despite Syracuse’s domination throughout the 

game, the Hoyas wouldn’t go away quietly. Down 
bynine early in the second half, Smrcka-Duffy hit 
a three-pointer to cap off a 9-2 run which cut 
Syracuse’s lead to two with 14 minutes remaining. 
Syracuse answered with a 13-2 run of their own, 

giving them a double-digit lead that they never lost. 

Besides Smrcka-Duffy, Walker was the only other 
Hoya to reach double-digits in scoring, garnering 12 
points before fouling out in the final minute. Walker 
also led the Hoyas with five assists and three blocks. 
Georgetown completes their three-game road 

tip on Wednesday when they travel to Boston 

IA ER 
MEN’S HOOPS 

Hoyas Take Bite Out of Panthers 

  
Sophomore point guard Kevin Braswell tied his career-high with 29 points against Pittsburgh Sunday, spearheading 

Georgetown’s offensive efforts that led to a 72-65 victory. 

Boumtje-Boumtje, 

Braswell Lead GU With 

Scoring Rampage 
By Sean P. FLYNN 

Hoya Starr WRITER 

PITTSBURGH, Feb. 13 — It was just what Head Coach 
Craig Esherick has been looking for all season —a dominat- 
ing presence down low and a consistent scorer. 

Esherick got just that and little more as Georgetown’s 
version of the Killer B’s — sophomores Ruben Boumtje- 
Boumtje and Kevin Braswell —held offa depleted yet pesky 
Pittsburgh Panthers squad fora _ 
72-65 victory in front of 6,215 at 
Fitzgerald Field House. 

Braswell tied a career high 
with 29 points and Boumtje- 
Boumtje had 27 as the pair carried the offense by them- 
selves. Boumtje-Boumtje and Braswell shot a combined 20 
for 31 fromthe field and 14 for 18 from the free-throw line— 
the rest of the team shot 7 for 22 from the field and 1 for 3 at 
the line. 

“I thought Ruben and Kevin played extremely well to- 
day,” Esherick said. : 

The Hoyas (14-10, 4-7 in the Big East) dominated the first 
30 minutes ofthe game, with Boumtje-Boumtje as the center 
of an offense Pittsburgh couldn’t handle and the Hoyas’ 
bodies making life difficult for the Pittsburgh offense. The 
Panthers (10-11, 2-8 in the Big East) were playing with an 
eight-manroster after Head Coach Ben Howland dismissed 
senior guard Kellii Taylor before the game for an unspecified 
violation of team policy. Only six Panthers saw more than 
two minutes of action. 

“It’s hard for Ben with the limited bench he has to play 
against a team like ours that has the number of people we put 
in the game. I’m sure his guys got tired,” Esherick said. 

Ittook Braswell and Boumtje-Boumtje to keep the Hoyas 
afloat at the end, though, as the Panthers started making 
three-pointers and Georgetown’s offense began to sputter 
in the second half. Pittsburgh freshman guard Brandin 
Knightscored 17 ofhis career-high 24 points in the final nine 
minutes as a 19-point Georgetown lead with 9:35 remaining 
was pared to as few as four points. But the Hoyas scored on 
eight of their last nine possessions to hold off the Panthers. 

“That was Kevin,” Esherick said of his pointguard, who 
made 5 of 8 free throws in the last 91 seconds to seal the 
victory. 

Georgetown’s offense started with the 6-foot-11 1/2 
Boumtje-Boumtje, who made 11 of 16 shots to followup a 
32-point performance against Southern of New Orleans, 
and added a team-high eight rebounds. He kept getting the 
ball despite double-teams and consistently translated 
them into baskets. He scored on turnaround jumpers, short 
jumpers, layups, monstrous dunks and at the free-throw 
line. During one important possession with three minutes 
left in the game, Boumtje-Boumtje took a pass from junior 
guard Nat Burton and, with a hand in his face, made an 
impressive reverse dunk. 

  

  

Tim LLEWELLYN/THE HovA 

  

See WOMEN’S HOOPS, ». 3S   See MEN’S HOOPS, ». 5S       

  

By Eric Kim 
Hoya Starr WRITER   

Georgetown’s indoor track team went into last weekends 
Arkansas Invitational poised for an impressive showing. 
The men’s and women’s teams each sent 12 of their best 
athletes to compete against the likes of top-ranked teams 
such’ as Arkansas and UCLA on the host track of this 
year’s NCAA Championships. Each individual’s goal was 
to at least make the NCAA provisional list in order to have 
a chance to compete at the nationals. 

What the Hoyas came home with were two new school 
records and a slew of NCAA provisional qualifiers. 

In the last tune-up meet before this weekend’s Big East 
Championships at Syracuse, the Hoyas looked for good 
marks on the fast track at Arkansas. They got NCAA 
provisional qualifying times from seven athletes and also 
earned a chance to see the best in the country strut their 
stuff. 
“Iwas hoping for 10 to 12 people to qualify for the NCAA 

provisional list,” Head Coach Ron Helmer said. “We got 

only seven and another three or four runners were very 
close. All in all though, it was a very productive weekend.” 

IE 30 5. 
TRACK&FIELD 

Hoyas Rush Towards NCAAs 

  

The men were led by standout performances from junior 
John Marquiss and junior Corey Smith. Marquiss, who 
broke the school record for the 400-meter race at the 
previous meet in Virginia Tech with atime 0f47.45 seconds, 
edged out the his own record again, coming in at 47.39. 
However, Marquiss was shy of the NCAA provisional 
mark and finished fourth in the race. 

“He’s a workhorse and he loves to race,” Helmer said. 

“We’ve got work to do but he’s only getting better.” 
Smith placed second overall in the 3,000-meter race, and 

was the first collegiate runner to cross the finish line. With 
atime 0f7:58.02, Smith made the NCA A provisional listand 

also ran the third fastest time in the nation this year. 
Other highlights on the men’s side included the incred- 

ible 4-x-400- meter relay team, which has performed consis- 
tently over the past weeks. Having broken the school 
record three weeks ago, the team of sophomores Jeff 
Reinhardt and Michael Williams, freshman James Graham 
and Marquiss, broke their own record with atime 0f3:10.28. 

The team finished third overall but more importantly, made 
the NCAA provisional list. 

See TRACK, p. 4S     

Indiana basketball player 

Rachael Honegger copes 

with the pressures of being 

a Division I player and a 

new mother. 

See National Roundup, p. 2S 
——   Thel2th-ranked Georgetown 

sailing team finished in 

fourth place at the College 
of Charleston Regatta this 
weekend. 

Hoya Sports Index 

Jordan. 

See Sailing, p. 4S 

Hova Sports columnist Sean 

Gormley searches for a star 

to replace basketball's 

living legend Michael 

See Athletic Supporter, p. 3S 

COMMENTARY 

Housing Shortage in Sports Facilities 
HE BASEBALL TEAM IS PLAYING up to Kehoe for football, field 

its home games: in Montgom- hockey and women’s lacrosse 
ery County, Md. The basket- games, especially after a night of 

ball team plays 35 blocks from 

SEAN P. FLYNN 
partying. 

campus in downtown Washington. on On Harbin Field, the stands were 

  

    The track team has no quality on- Men’s right next to the benches, providing 
campus facility. Just last week, spectators an up-close-and-personal 
Harbin Field, home of the men’s Hoo ps view of the game. Men’s lacrosse’s 
lacrosse and men’s and women’s 
soccer teams, became a driveway. 

Consider it a Georgetown sports 
housing problem. 

With the building boom (inciden- 
tally for a set of buildings George- 
town cannot fund yet) going on in 
the Village C parking lot, the already 
poor living conditions of George- 
town athletics just got worse. 

The men’s lacrosse team learned 
just two weeks ago that they would 
not be playing home games at Harbin 
Field because of the construction. 
They will be moved up to the 
AstroTurf of Kehoe Field, which 
they will share with the women’s 
lacrosse team. 

most exciting and unique attribute is 
the line-changing, and fans got a 
good view of how that happens. And 
being close to the play gave fans a 
great view of the hard hitting and 
aggression that makes men’s 
lacrosse so exciting. When overflow 
crowds were accommodated by 
opening the east side of the field, 
and when tailgaters lined the south 
endzone, Georgetown had a formi- 
dable home-field advantage. 

Georgetown Head Coach Dave 
Urick told THE HoyA’s Karen Travers 
that playing on turf will not be all 
that bad for Georgetown, which 
plays most of its road games on turf. 

“Our physical skills adapt well to 

See FLYNN, p. 5S 

  A . TH 

While the men’s team may 
benefit from the turf, fan interest 

will certainly suffer. Kehoe Field is 
frankly a terrible place for watch- 
ing sports. The bleachers are not 
centered at the midfield and sit at 
least 50 feet from the field. The 
view of the field is blocked by 
three huge light standards. 

Kehoe Field’s location may be 
another problem. While Harbin 
Field was within a one-minute walk 
of the Harbin and Village C dorms, 
Kehoe Field is a good walk from 
the dorms. Georgetown students 
are notoriously lazy about going 

      

A complete day-by-day National Roundup p. 2S 

schedule of upcoming Athletic Supporter p. 3S 

events in Georgetown Women's Hoops p- 38 

Sports Tennis p. 48 

Sailing p. 4S 

Track and Field p. 4S 

See Calendar, p. 6S Men's Hoops 7.58  
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3 
Number of former Hoyas 

in Sunday ’s NBA All-Star 

game — Dikembe 

Mutumbo, Alonzo 

Mourning and Allen 

Iverson 

15 
Number of field goals 

made by redshirt- 

sophomore center Ruben 

Boumtje-Boumtje last 

Thursday vs. SUNO, the 

highest in the Big East this 

140 
Value of contract, in 

millions of dollars, that the 

Detroit Tigers have put on 

the table for Juan 

Gonzalez, but which the 

former MVP has failed to 

sign, keeping him from the 

biggest payday in baseball 

history by more than 20 

milliondollars 

5 
Pittsburgh scholarship 

players on the basketball 

due'to'injuries, academic 
difficulties and legal 

problems 

78 
Percent of Georgetown'’s 

points versus Pittsburgh 
on Sunday that the Killer 

B’s, Kevin Braswell and 

Ruben Boumtje-Boumtje, 

accounted for in the 

Hoyas’ victory 

3 
Perfect scores on dunks 

by Vince Carter in the 

NBA All-Star Dunk 

Contest in five attempts, 

including a between the 

legs alley-oop, en route to 

his dominating victory in 

the contest 

Consecutive losses by the 

Syracuse men’s basketball 

team at the hands of Seton 

Hall and Louisville after 

beginning the season with 

19:consecutive victories   
team noxlonger. available a 
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‘It’s a constant reminder that no matter how good you are or how invincible you think you might be, your time will come to an end. 

It shows the inevitability of Father Time.’ 

— Detroit Piston Grant Hill on the new generation of NBA players, including Vince Carter and former Hoya Allen Iverson 

NATIONAL ROUNDUP 
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Indiana Hoopster Deals with New Role as Mother 
By Dan CoRrTEZ 
INDIANA DAILY STUDENT (INDIANA U.) 

(U-WIRE) BLOOMINGTON, Ind.— 
She glows when asked about it. She is 
ecstatic to be in the position she is in, 
although many her age would shudder 
at the thought. Most of all, she is 
proud of it. 
Rachael Honegger is talking about 

being a mother, a role she added to her 
life last June with the birth of her son, 
Isaiah. 

“Itis probably one ofthe bestaccom- 
plishments in my entire life just for the 
pure fact that I know I can do it,” 
Honegger said. 
The junior forward has done an admi- 

rable job of handling her school work, 
the new addition to her blossoming 
family and her basketball responsibili- 
ties. While Honegger, a Lafayette na- 
tive, is averaging 4.9 points and 3.3 
rebounds per game, it has been her 
leadership that has helped the Hoo- 
siers (9-12, 4-6) remain in the middle of 
the Big Ten standings. 

“It’s more of a silent leadership,” 
Honegger said. “I think because I am 
the oldest player on the team, people 
are kind of naturally looking to me.” 

  
That wasn’t the case last season. 
After two solid campaigns that saw 

her start 39 ofthe first 61 games of her 
college career, Honegger essentially 
canceled herself out of the season by 
revealing she was pregnant. The preg- 
nancy resulted in Honegger being 
redshirted, a dismal 13-18 campaign 
for IU and disappointment for some 
people. 

“It was really hard because at the 
beginning of the season,” Honegger 
said, “I know that a lot of people were 
counting on me to be there. I think 
some of my teammates were disap- 
pointed that I wasn’t going to share 
their senior year.” 
Honegger also acknowledged the like- 

lihood she let down coach Jim Izard in 
the process. 
“(Izard) had put me into the plan,” 

Honegger said of last season’s start- 
ing lineup. “By me taking myselfout of 
the plan, there were a lot of adjust- 
ments that had to be made that people 
weren’tready for. Knowing that could 
be out there and that I should be out 
there, it was really disappointing to 
myself.” 
Meanwhile, back in Lafayette, 

Honegger was subjected to a great deal 
of scrutiny, including when she was 
home during the holidays. Many friends 
from her high school days assumed 
Honegger, who plans to attend gradu- 
ate school in the near future, had 

dropped out of school and her playing 
days were over. 

“I get a bad reputation because no- 
body knows the situation,” Honegger 
said. “They read one article and think 
they know all the facts. That really 
bothers me.” 
Honegger’s touchy relationship with 

Lafayette extends back to her high 
school days. She was so apprehensive 
about the expectations of others she 
was not interested in attending Purdue. 
Instead, she was interested in getting a 
fresh start at the college level in a new 
setting such as Bloomington. 
“There are a lot of people who want 

to stay in their hometown,” Honegger 
said. “I didn’t think I would be very 
successful athome with all of my family 
there. I felt that if I didn’t live up to 
everybody else’s expectations then I 
wouldn’t be happy with myself.” 
Honegger has answered her critics 

by becoming an integral part of IU’s 

offensive scheme and an occasional 
scorer who can play both the small and 
power forward positions. Her team- 
mates have come to count on her pres- 
ence and her steady performance. 

“I love having Rachael on the floor 
because she has a good sense of the 
game,” sophomore point guard Heather 
Cassady said. “She always seems to 
get open and put the ball in the basket 
when you need it.” 
While Honegger has been well ac- 

cepted by both her teammates and 
her coaches, Izard is still looking for 
her to improve her physical condi- 
tioning and stamina. Once Honegger 
is able to play with the same level of 
intensity for an entire game, Izard 
said her court smarts will become even 
more valuable. 

“It is a physical thing and getting 
back into playing condition,” Izard said 
of Honegger’s endurance. 
“She anticipates really well defen- 

sively. I can’t think ofa player who has 
a better understanding of what is going 
on on the floor. She’s really smart and 
a heady player.” 
Honegger attributes her intelligent, 

disciplined play to the way her father 

taught her the game. From an early age, 
Honegger was playing basketball ang 
her dad was coaching her, instilling the 
idea to pass first, shoot second. 

“I think a lot of it has to do with the 

way my father taught me how to play 
the game,” Honegger said. “The first 
thing I learned how to do was pass, 

His philosophy was to find the open 
person.” 
Honegger, her fiancee, Lincoln Traj| 

College (Ill.) assistant coach Chad 
Killinger, and Isaiah return to West 
Lafayette Thursday night to battle the 

Boilermakers. Killinger usually brings 
Isaiah to Honegger’s games and the 2]- 
year-old said she feels much more com- 

fortable on the floor when her familys 
in the stands. 
“My parents are very supportive and 

my fiancee’s parents are very support- 
ive,” Honegger said. 
“When I see (Isaiah) in the stands, it 

makes me feel better.” 
Even when Isaiah is unable to makeit 

to his mother’s games, Honegger said 
she always has a part of him with her, 
“We took family pictures at Christ- 

mas, so I take framed pictures with me,” 
Honegger said. “I know he is with me.” 

  

Maryland Lacrosse Goalie Leaves Early for Wall Street 
By Durr DURKIN 
THE DiaMONDBACK (U. MARYLAND) 

(U-WIRE) COLLEGE PARK, Md.— 
Fornearly every men’s college lacrosse 
player, the senior season is one to 
savor. 
Three years of hard work — or four, 

if he redshirted a season — winds to a 
close with a final run atan NCAA title. 
Men’s lacrosse is a regionalized sport, 
making for a strong fraternity among 
senior players who have faced each 
other multiple times before. 

  

4 To outsiders, the 2000 men’s la- 
Yerosse season, which begins: initwo 
Weeks, had the makings of a fine se 
nioryear for Terrapin goaltender Kevin 
Healy. The 1998 ACC Player of the 
Year had led the Terps to the 1998 
NCAA finals against Princeton. Last 
year, he stood as a strong point for the 
Terps, who dipped in performance 
and missed the NCAA tournament for 
the first time in nine years. 

Bama Belles Help Recruit 

Players for Tide Gridiron 
By Alicia WELDON 

. THE CRIMSON WHITE (U. ALABAMA) 

Healy figured to return as the leader 
of this year’s team, stabilizing the de- 
fense while the offense found its legs 
after losing leading scorer Scott 
Hochstadt. But this summer the 6-foot- 
1 senior from Manhasset, N.Y., made a 
big decision: He wasn’t going to return 
for his senior year. 
Healy’s decision surprised most 

people familiar with the Terp lacrosse 
program, including coach Dick Edell. 
Without Healy and goalie Jarrod 
Norkus, who transferred to Cornell at 
the end of last season, Edell:was left 
with two left-handed goaltendersjjun= 
ior Pat McGinnis and redshirt-fresh- 
man Dan McCormick, who had little 
experience. Edell had to scurry for a 
righthanded goaltender to walk on for 
practice purposes. 

“Pat’s worked extremely hard to pre- 
pare for this, and Danny will be a won- 
derful goalie,” Edell said. “These guys 
will come through for us.” 

is,” Nix said. 
  Mary Spybey, sponsor for Bama Belles, said 

Edell and the Terps will begin to find 
out for sure where they stand Satur- 
day afternoon, when the Terps scrim- 
mage Georgetown at 1 p.m. at Kehoe 
Field in Washington, the first scrim- 
mage of the year. 
Healy’s decision begs the ques- 

tion: Why? 
Quite simply, he put his career 

before athletics. 
Going into the fall 1999 semester, 

Healy needed nine credits to graduate 
with a degree in criminology and crimi- 
nal justice, and was interning for Smith 
Barney, atop consulting firm located in 
Bethesda. In working at Smith Barney, 
Healy had set himself up to become a 
broker, something his two older broth- 
ers had already done and something he 
had aspired to do. 
“An internship for such a good com- 

pany ... it’s such a good opportunity,” 
Healy said. “It’s hard to pass up.” 
Healy elaborated on his decision, 

(U-WIRE) TUSCALOOSA, Ala. — The Ala- 
bama football team reeled in one ofthe top recruit- 
ing classes in the nation this month, but few know 
the work that goes on behind the scenes. 
One organization has a prominent role in con- 

vincing potential football recruits that the univer- 
sity is the school for them. 
Bama Belles, an association consisting of 75 

female students, assists the athletic department in 
enlisting players by providing tours and making 
the prospective team member and his family feel 
welcome while visiting the university. 
During football season, recruits making deci- 

sions on what school to attend will visit on game 
day and each Bama Belle takes charge of one 
recruit and his family. 
They are given tours of the stadium and sur- 

rounding grounds and are allowed to go out on 
the field and watch the current team warm up 
before the game. 
Then, the Belles sit with the potential player 

during the game and answer any questions he 
may have. After the game, the Belles escort their 
charges to the press box for a post-game supper. 
Ashley Nix, a current Belle who is a sophomore 

inthe College of Communication and Information 
Sciences, said she enjoys representing the uni- 
versity in a positive way. 

“I love Alabama football, and I enjoy doing 
something to make others see how great this place 

she believes the group succeeded this year in 
making the recruitment of 27 players possible. 
“What we have to offer is a young lady with 

personality that enjoys being here at the univer- 
sity,” Spybey said. 
“Along with other aspects, the whole picture 

just makes the recruits feel welcome.” 
In the spring, the Belles do not have such a busy 

schedule, as the A-Day game is the only football- 
related activity. 
Each of this year’s 75 Belles were chosen from 

almost 200 students based on an open application 
and an interview in front ofa panel of judges. The 
judges’ decision is based on whether the appli- 
cant has a good personality and is excited about 
the university. 
Spybey said respect for the school is a must 

when choosing an applicant. 
“We just want to make the recruits feel welcome, 

and it helps when they have someone with a love 
of the university to do so,” Spybey said. 
Each of the girls can be a Belle for up to three 

years. If she chooses to be remain in the organi- 
zation for three years, she has a chance to become 
a captain her final year. 
Nix ‘said she hopes to continue representing the 

university as a Bama Belle. 
“It’s great to let these guys know about how 

great Alabama is and let them know about all the 
tradition that’s here,” Nix said. 

HovyA SPORTS 

In the Spotlight: Featuring a 

Georgetown Athlete Every Friday 

  

saying that a broker’s lifestyle and the 
fact that Wall Street so greatly influ- 
ences the business world appealed to 
him. He had seen his brothers’ friends 
purchasenice cars and homes for them- 
selves after working similar jobs that 
Healy was pursuing, making his oppor- 
tunity even more attractive. 
“You see how much money you can 

make,” Healy said, and added although 
he confided in his brothers and several 
friends, he wasn’t pressured into the 
decision by anyone. 

Right after the 1999 Terps season 
ended with a loss to Maryland-Balti- 
more County, Healy weighed his op- 
tions. He talked to friends and family 
members for their input. He knew he 
was making one of the biggest deci- 
sions of his life, at 23 years of age. 
Healy plans to intern for Smith 

Barney for another few months while 
studying for the Series Seven exam 
given by the Securities Exchange Com- 

Bic MAN oN CAMPUS 

mission, something he must pass to 
become a broker. 
“Most college students would say, 

‘You're crazy not to spend another 
semester in college,” Healy said. “But 
as an adult, you have to take this job.” 
And for Healy, that’s what the deci- 

sion came down to: In academic, social 

and athletic aspects of college life, he 
had done all he wanted to do. He admit- 
ted he wasn’t immersed in the game of 
lacrosse like some college players, and 
upon graduating, decided the career 
opportunities in front of him were too 
good to wait for. Healy said he realized 
the significance of the decision, that it 
was a life choice. He said he is comfort: 
able with it. 
“You have to certainly respect” the 

decision, Edell said. “He’s a sharp 
enough kid. He weighed the factors of 
another season versus an opportunity 
to get started in his career. I’m apprecia- 
tive of what he gave us.” 

  
Tim LLEWELLYN/THE HOH 

Georgetown junior forward and fan favorite Lee Scruggs showed his support for his teammates 

in Sunday’s 72-65 win over Pittsburgh. I 
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WOMEN’S HOOPS 

Hoyas To 

Battle Eagles 
WOMEN’S HOOPS, from p. 1S 

College to take on the 19th-ranked Eagles in the 
biggest game of the season for the Hoyas. A win 
over aranked opponent late in the season could 
revitalize Georgetown’s hopes for an NCAA 
tournament berth, while a two-game losing skid 

this late in the season could lead the Hoyas in the 
direction of the WNIT for the second straight 
season. 

The Hoyas are currently 0-5 against ranked 
opponents. ; 

WOMEN’S BOX SCORE 
  

HOYAS Min FG FI O-T A PF Pts 

Ilic 17 1-6: 0-0""3-4%0., 0 3 

Duany 2672-5" 2.2 002.35 0 41006 

Bordereau 18 4-6 0-0 0-2 0 2 8 

Walker 3504-8:12-212-3 555212 

Smrcka-Duffy 40 7-18 5-8 1-5 3 1 23 

Jones 24.-2-6:..0-0,:0-1" 0:2 4 

Hurley 100. 129 1-2 1-4 ile 230 3 

Bendegue Ain 022: 01-2 7 1-100 2 

Charles 13: 1=1.5:0-2."70-1" 235-9 

Jackson 2-0-2" 0-1-0-1 "0-2-0 

Snowden 4 0-0 0-0 0-0 1 0 O 

TOTALS 200 22-6311-19 3-7 14 24 62 

Percentages: FG-.349, FT-.579. Three-point goals: 

© 7-25, 280 (Ilic 1-6, Walker 2-4, Smrcka-Duffy 4-11, 
Hurley 0-4). Team rebounds: 7. Blocked shots: 4 

(Walker 3, Bendegue 1). Turnovers: 12 (Duany 3, 

Bordereau 1, Walker 1, Smrcka-Duffy 1, Jones 1, 

Hurley 1, Bendegue 1, Charles 1, Jackson 1, Snowden 

1). Steals: 11 (Ilic, Walker 3, Smrcka-Duffy 5, Jones 

1, Hurley 1). 
  

  

‘Syracuse Min FG FI O-T A PF Pts 

Record 32 6-16 6-9 1-6 1 2 19 

Aziz 35 4-10 3-4 1-11 0 2 11 

Perry 34 3-6 3-4 1-4 3.3 9 

Ervin 25010-2020. 2.2 8 And 

James 36 6-11 4-4 0-3 4 0 20 

Grosman 2 .0=0:0-0-"0-0""1."0 "0 

McPhee 20¢50-0::-0-0% 1-1 50: 0 50 

Wright 29 4-7 0-2 3-63 2 :8 

Trammell 5 ::2-2:0-4 0-1 70.72 4 

TOTALS 200 26-5418-2917-49 20 15 75 

Percentages: FG-.481, FT-.621. Three-point goals: 

5-9, .556 (Record 1-3, James 4-6). Team Rebounds: 

15. Blocked shots: 2 (Record 1, Wright 1). Turn- 

overs: 24 (Record 5, Aziz 4, Perry 4, ervin 5, Wright 

4, Trammell 1). Steals: 6 (Record 5, Ervin 1). 

Halftime: Syracuse 32, Georgetown 25 

Technical fouls: Syracuse 1 (Record). Attendance: 

N/A. Officials: Yvette McKinney, Bonita Spence, 
Angie Crawford. 

  

Georgetown junior guard Katie Smrcka-Duffy scored above 20 points for the fourth game in a row. 

  

  

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL 

  

  

Conference Overall 

Team W L Pet W L Pct 
Notre Dame 12 0 1.000 21. 2.2913 

Connecticut 11 0 1.000 22] .957 

Rutgers 8 3 J21 | 16 5.782 
BostonCollege 8 3 727 | 19 6 .760 

Villanova 7 4 636 14. 8 - .636 

HOYAS 6 5 .545 13° 9 .501 
Pittsburgh 4: 7...364 §313...9 501 
Miami 4 7 .364 10. 312. ..:.455 
Providence 4 8 333 9 13 409 

Syracuse 3 7.300 10 #H 476 
St. John’s 3 9 250. 8 141.383 3 
Seton Hall 2 9 .181 8 13." .381 

West Virginia 1. 11 083 8... .281   
  

SATURDAY’S RESULTS 

Villanova 60, Boston College 59 

Connecticut 49, Rutgers 45 

Syracuse 75, HOYAS 62 

Miami 71, Providence 66 

Seton Hall 58, West Virginia 55 

Notre Dame 94, St. John's 51 
  

TUESDAY’S SCHEDULE 

Rutgers at Syracuse, 7:00 

Connecticut at St. John's, 7:30 

West Virginia at Miami, 7:30 

SC YiEDNESDAY'SSCHEDULE 
HOYAS at Boston College, 7:00 
Seton Hall at Pittsburgh, 7:00 

‘Notre Dame at Villanova, 7:30 
  

Hoya Fire PHOTO 

  

  

FRIDAY’S SCHEDUL 

Syracuse at Connecticut, 7:30 

Providence at Seton Hall, 7:00 

  

  a 
COMMENTARY 

- NBA’s New Generation: Still Searching for Heir to Air 
stage this week, with the All-Star 
festivities completed and teams like 

the New York Knicks jockeying for the top 
seed in the playoffs, while teams like the 
Washington Wizards and the Los Angeles 
Clippers contemplate how high their draft 
pick is going to be. All that fans have to 
ponder, however, is why the last two minutes 

of game time take half an hour to play out, no 
matter how lopsided the game is. 
Maybe it is just the voice of a disgruntled 

fan at work here, a fan whose team, the 

Wizards, now sports Michael Jordan in a 
business suit and not a player’s uniform, 
where he would be oh-so-much more useful. 
Sadly, he hasn’t suited up, at least not for a 

game, because he seems to dig this whole 
retirement before 40 thing, which I can’t 
figure out. My dad loves to continue working 
so he can pay 30-some-odd thousand dollars 
a year to a university that can’t even give me 
four years of on-campus housing, but I 
digress and promise not to make any more 
digs at the university today. 
Without Jordan on the floor, the NBA 

loses a whole lot of character, something that 
wasn’t as apparent during last year’s 
lockout-shortened, two-month, five-game-a- 
week joke of a season. Then, visions of MJ’s 
final career shot, a jumper over the Jazz that 
won one last championship for the Bulls, 

TT" NBA SEASON ENTERS ITS SECOND 

In an increasingly competitive and 

interdependent world, shouldn't you have 

danced in fans’ heads, along with the 
thought of his return. A year later, that hope 
is dead, and the NBA is sans star power with 
the All-Star weekend only serving to 
emphasize this point. 

There are many players who have an 
opportunity to seize the superstar mantle and 
carry the NBA through the next decade, but 
none has stepped forward as of yet. Until 
this happens, the NBA will continue to be 
thought of as Boring, not Basketball. Give me 
Dick Vitale and college hoops over Marv 
Albert and pro ball any day. 
Some might argue that Shaquille O’Neal is 

the next superstar of the NBA, but he has 
numerous strikes against him. First, he is a 
center, and although essential to the game, 
his game is power rather than finesse, not the 
flash that smaller, quicker players bring. 
Second, he is viewed as being not-so- 
devoted to the game, a reputation earned 
early in his career after making one too many 
crappy movies that has stuck, whether it is 
true or not. 

Finally, his free-throw shooting is so 
atrocious that teams are happy to watch him 
toss up bricks from the line all game long, and 
no superstar can have so glaring a weakness 
in their game. Three strikes, and Shaq’s out. 

The winner of Saturday’s slam dunk 
contest, Vince Carter, is another player who 
might be up to carrying the weight of the NBA 

international experience? 

MexicoeHonduraseCosta Rica® Dominican Republic 
Nicaragua*Paraguay-BrazilsBolivia 

Invest in your future career 
by working as a community 
health volunteer in Latin 
America. Develop leadership, 
organizational and cross- 
cultural communication skills 
while focusing on public 

1-800-231-7796 ext.126 
Amigos de las Americas 

5618 Star Lane 

Houston, TX 77057   

   

  

    

  

health and environmental J 

projects. College credit and i LLL 
scholarships are available. 
Write or call today for this life 
enhancing opportunity. 

  
  

SEAN GORMLEY 
Athletic 

Supporter 

on his shoulders, but he is missing something. 
He demonstrated to the world on Saturday 
that he possesses the flash, winning the slam 
dunk contest going away, an astounding 
performance that at one point caused Isiah 
Thomas to leap onto the scorer’s table and 
cheer. He sported perfect scores on three of 
his five dunks, including a slam from the foul 
line, a 360-degree tomahawk and a through- 
the-legs leaping alley-oop that sealed the deal 
for the former Tar Heel. 

He has a lot in common with Jordan — 
college attended, position, flashy skills — yet 
there seems to be something missing. There 
was an air about Jordan even prior to his 
becoming a superstar, which developed 
during moments such as his game-winning 
shot for UNC over Georgetown in the 1982 
NCAA championship game. 
Carter seems to lack that air, and although he 

has the skills and flash to be the brightest star 

  

  

in the NBA, that missing quality can’t be 
learned—you’ve either got it or you don’t ... 
Vince doesn’t seem to have it. And playing in 
Canada isn’t going to help him find it. 

This leaves a lot of stars in the NBA, none 
of whom shines brighter than Georgetown’s 
own Allen Iverson, who stopped off on the 
hilltop for a couple of years before heading 
off for NBA stardom. Iverson was one of 
three former Hoyas who represented the East 
in Sunday’s All-Star game — along with 
Dikembe Mutumbo (FLL ’91) and Alonzo 
Mourning (CAS ’92) — and led the game in 
scoring with 26 points while dishing out nine 
assists, but it was not enough as the West 
won in a defensive battle, 137-126. 

At this point, two things keep Allen 
from becoming the next Michael. First off, 
Iverson’s team, the 76ers, has been mired 
in mediocrity, and although currently the 
sixth place team in the Eastern Confer- 
ence, Philadelphia has shown no champi- 
onship potential since his arrival. Even if 
Philly develops into a championship- 
caliber team, however, Iverson is still 
missing that everybody-loves-him quality 
that Jordan has. 

Iverson has a bad-boy reputation that 
dates back to his arrest in high school over a 
bowling-alley brawl, something which he was 
later acquitted of. Recent skirmishes with the 
law on marijuana possession have done 
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nothing to shine up his tarnished reputation, 
nor have his numerous conflicts with 76ers 
coach Larry Brown. Maybe one day Iverson 
will mature and become a poster-boy for the 
NBA, but until that day arrives, he is not: 
ready to carry the league on his shoulders 
and the league doesn’t want to be perched 
on his shoulders. 

If no member of this talented trio is ready 
to assume the mantle of “The Next Jordan,” it 
seems that no one is going to be able to fill it. 
There is talent aplenty in the NBA, but 
everyone falls short in at least one category. 
Last year’s league MVP, Tim Duncan, has 
game, but is boring sometimes, both on and 
off the court. Kevin Garnett can play any 
position and has an above the rim game, but 
is stuck in small-market Minnesota on a 
middle-of-the-pack team with little media 
exposure. Twenty one-year-old Kobe Bryant 
has a remarkable upside, but at least has to 
wait until he is unquestionably the best 
player on his team before he can carry the 
entire league (Shaq is his big man in the 
middle on the Lakers). 

Maybe the NBA will never be the same 
without Jordan, a once-in-a-lifetime talent 
and statesman, but one of these days, 
someone will take over the NBA. Who 
knows? Maybe that player is still shooting 
jumpers in a schoolyard in Brooklyn, but he’s 
out there somewhere.     
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TRACKANDFIELD 

Hoya Fi 2& PHOTO 

Sophomore Jeff Reinhardt (right) and the rest of the Georgetown 4- 

x-400-meter relay broke the school record last weekend at the 

Arkansas Invitational with a time of 3:10.28. 
  

TRACK, rroM P. 1S 
  

“The men are going to run even 
faster than that,” Helmer said. “They 
haven’t caught a real good race be- 
cause there’s been traffic and the 
track gets crowded.” 

Helmer also mentioned senior 

Miguel Lambert, who took fourth 
place in the 800-meter race, as an- 
other pleasant surprise. Lambert fin- 
ished with a time of 1:50.71. 

The women’s team, ranked 18th in 
the nation, were led by senior Katrina 
de Boer, who took second in the 800- 

meter race. With atime 0f2:08.27, she 
qualified for the NCAA provisional 
list. Junior Kristen Gordon took fourth 
in the 3,000-meter race but was the 

second collegiate runner who fin- 
ished. With a time 0f 9:24.78, Gordon 
made the provisional list and just 
missed an automatic NCAA berth by 

- less than two seconds. In the same 
race, teammate senior Kathleen Linck 
(9:28.32) finished sixth overall and 
made the provisional list, too. In the 
400-meter race, senior Carron Allen 
also qualified provisionally for the 
NCAA's with a time of 55.19, good 
for seventh place. 

The women’s 4-x-400-meter relay 

team qualified provisionally for the 
nationals with a second place time of 
3:36.02. The team, which consisted of 

junior Sasha Spencer, Allen, junior 
Nickay Penado and sophomore 
Tyrona Heath ran the third fastest 
time this year and the second fastest 
in school history. The distance med- 
ley relay team of da Boer, freshman 
Jamillah Bowman, freshman Erin 
Sicher and senior Autumn Fogg quali-   

Big East Up Next 

For Georgetown 
fied provisionally with a second-place 
mark of 11:20.83, the sixth fastest time 

in the nation. 
While the Hoyas performed well, 

Helmer’s goal of NCAA qualifiers came 
short due to the extremely high level of 
competition that was there. 

“It was a two-day meet and on 
the first day, we weren’t quite as 
aggressive as I wanted,” Helmer 
said. “However those who ran the 
next day really did a good job and 
rose to the level of competition,” 

The Arkansas Invitational was the 
last individual competition before the 
Big East meet. Unlike the past races, 
which Georgetown has competed in 
just for individual results, the Big East 
meet is scored based on team points. 

“We’ll have people run two or three 
races rather than one race and having 
them rest,” Helmer said. “All you tryto 
do is score points.” 

However, it’ll be very difficult for 
the Hoyas to win since they specialize 
more in distance races and will lose 
points in other areas of track and field 
where they’re weaker. The men, who 
have won the Big East the past two 
years will face stiff competition from 
the clear favorite, Connecticut, and 

Notre Dame. 
“UConn is very good and they have 

many events covered,” Helmer said. 
For the women, the field “is wide 

open with defending-champion: Pitts- 
burgh, Miami, Seton Hall and Villanova 

providing competition for George- 
town. 

Last year the women finished in a 
disappointing sixth place after win« 
ning it the year before.     
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Hoyas Fourth at College of Charleston Regatta 
By Tep BAUER 
Hoya Starr WRITER 
  

After a week of practice on the water, 
the Georgetown women’s sailing team 
placed fourth at the Charleston Spring 
Women’s regatta this weekend, trailing 
only host College of Charleston, Old 
Dominion and St. Mary’s of Maryland. 

The Charleston meet was an Inter- 
Sectional Regatta, consisting of teams 
from all six regions comprising colle- 
giate sailing: New England, Mid-Atlan- 
tic, Southeast, South Atlantic, Midwest, 
Pacific Coast and Pacific Northwest. 
Georgetown, which competes in the 

Mid-Atlantic (MAISA), was pitted 
against teams from as far away as Ha- 
waii. Inter-Sectionals are the most diffi- 
cult meets, and performance counts to- 
wards national rankings as opposed to. 
district rankings. 
The Georgetown women’s team was 

ranked 12th in the nation and fourth in 
MAISA entering the meet. 
  

By Saran WALSH 
Hoya Starr WRITER © 

fis A 

TENNIS 

VCU Invite Proves 

Dismal for Georgetown 

Problems did arise, however, as Old 
Dominion and St. Mary’s, two teams 
from MAISA, placed ahead ofthe Ho- 
yas. In general, only two teams per 
district will advance to nationals. 
“We definitely need to improve some 

things to make nationals,” Head Coach 
Mike Callahan said. “Two teams from 
our district finished ahead of us and we 
need to overtake them.” 

Sailing regattas are contested with 
an A Division and a B Division, each 
with 12 races. A team is awarded one 
point for a first-place finish, two points 
for a second-place finish and so on with 
the lowest overall score winning the 
event. Strategically, it is wise to place 
an even amount of strong sailors in 
each division to contend in all 24 races 
instead of just 12. 

“That is the ideal way to balance it,” 
Callahansaid. 

Georgetown’s representatives to 
the A Division included freshman 

skipper Mimi Elliot, who recorded 
three first-place finishes and seven 
times placed among the top five. She 
tied for fourth in individual rankings 
for the regatta but could have placed 
second had her boat not broken down 
in one race. The A-Division team re- 
corded 67 points. 
“Mimi did exceptionally well,” 

Callahan said. “She was racing with 
older All-Americans and beating them. 
That is a very good sign.” 
The B-Division team, which finished 

at 75 points, included freshman skipper 
Elizabeth Sampson and sophomore 
Leah Williams. Williams is the team’s 
lone remaining All-American. She is a 
member of the crew, which is respon- 
sible for the nuances of sailing. 

_ Beginning March.11, Georgetown will 
participate in about three or four regat- 
tas per weekend. All events consist of 
10 or more teams, leading up to the 
MAISA co-ed championships at the 

  

Radford’s Novfayl Nejdi soundly defeated 
  

Buttazzoni, 6-2, 6-2. 

Lamirissi 6-3,6-2.   games before finally losing, 7-5. 

Winning just two of their ten matches 
this weekend at the Virginia Commonwealth 
4+1 Inviational, the Georgetown tennis 
team, continuing their season-long slump. 

On Friday, Georgetown faced Radford, 
where the Hoyas posted their only wins on 
the weekend, finishing 3-2 against the High- 
landers. Freshman Tony Crichlow took 
home the only singles win for the Hoyas at 
the No. 3 spot, defeating Christian 

~ The only other win for Georgetown came 
at the No. 1 doubles spot, where sopho- 
more Ken Jordan and senior Dave Boyer 
beat Radford’s Phil Lobb and Rachid 

The Hoyas lost the rest of their singles 
matches that afternoon. Sophomore Nick 
Sklavounos lost his first set against Faycal 
Rhazali, 6-0, before rebounding to put forth 
a better performance in the second set. The 
second set proved to be more competitive 
and Sklavounous managed to win some 

Lhamidi. 

p.m. Friday. 

sophomore Andre Benjamin, 6-0, 6-0, at the 

No. 2 spot, while Georgetown’s No. 4 singles 
senior Beau Brewer lost 6-2, 6-2 to Kahlid 

Georgetown faced James Madison, their 
second opponent of the invitational that 
evening, this time losing all matches 5-0. 

The Hoyas struggled against the Dukes, 
unable to come up with a single winning 
match. Crichlow was unable to repeat his 
earlier success and lost 6-0, 6-3 to Luis Rosado 
at No. 1 singles. Jordan took the No. 2 singles 
spot, losing 6-2, 6-1 to Andrew Lux. 

Freshman Kris Grajny made his first ap- 
pearance that day losing 6-3, 6-1 at the No. 3 
singles spot to Mike Hendricksen, while 
freshman Jay Brupbacher fell to Tim Brown 
6-1, 6-3. Benjamin and Sklavounos paired up 
for the No. 1 doubles team for the Hoyas, but 
fell 6-3, 6-4 to Janey Elliott and Troy Stone. 

The Hoyas will head to College Park, Md., 
to face the Maryland Terrapins Sunday at 
12:45 p.m., while the women will compete 
against George Mason in Burke, Va., at 6:45   S—— 5583 dh @ 44s       

This kid's being 
sentenced to life. 
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That first time: in court was not a pleasant one. 
Robert had vandalized a wall and shoplifted three: 
CDs. But the second time wasn't so bad. This time 
Robert could report that his grades had improved, 

he’d repainted the wall, and he’d paid back the 
store owner for the CDs. Best of all, he and his 
parents were finally listening to each other, thanks 
to the family counseling the judge had ordered. 

What happened? You happened! 

Because of programs like these and support from 
people like you, it's unlikely Robert will have reasons 

for going to court a third time. 
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end ofthe spring. The team is preparing 
for the upcoming strenuous stretch by, 
consistent drills and early morning 
workouts coupled with Monday after- 
noon running. 
“The drills get us through the little 

intricacies of sailing, and the work- 
outs get us in better physical shape, 
which will help us contend at meets,” 
Callahan said. “In general, the more 
time you spend in the boat, the better 
you are. We need to maximize our 
practice time.” 

This was proven true at the Charles- 
ton regatta. Dartmouth, ranked third in 
the nation, placed 10th out of 14 teams, 
Due to continual inclement weather 
conditions in New Hampshire, 
Dartmouth had not been able to prac- 
tice on the water for weeks. .. fi 
“We were able to place ahead ofa 

team like Dartmouth because we had a 
solid week of on-water practice,” 
Callahan said. 
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MEN’S HOOPS 

Pitt Doesn’t Stand 

Chance Against GU 
Hoyas Never Trail Panthers, 

Braswell Ties Career-High 
MEN’S HOOPS, rrom Pp. 1S 
“We’ve been talking about getting the ball 

to Ruben all season, but we really forced 
[Ruben’s teammates] to look for him and throw 
the ball to him,” Esherick said. “You can’t 
guard Ruben by yourself. Nobody in this 
league can guard Ruben by himself. If you can 
get him the ball, and if just half the fouls that 
are committed are called, Ruben will play ex- 
tremely well.” 

' Pittsburgh had no player over 6-foot-9 and 

  

did not match up well with Boumtje-Boumtje. 
“Boumtje-Boumtje inside is a real load,” 

"Howland said. “They dida good job feeding him 
the ball, and he really is a tough player.” 

“My teammates were looking for me, and 
they threw some good passes,” Boumtje- 
Boumtje said. 

On defense, Boumtje- 

  

Braswell scored all eight of his first-half points 
atthe beginning ofa 10-2 run that gave George- 
town a 17-6 lead nine minutes into the game. The 
Hoyas then extended their lead to 13 points by 
the end of the half behind Boumtje-Boumtje, 
who had a turnaround jumper, a pair of free 
throws, a dunk on a pass from Braswell and 
another two turnaround jumpers. 

“We did a poor job in the first half allowing 
the ballto go over the top [to Boumtje-Boumtje], 
getting lobs” Howland said. 

Meanwhile, Pittsburgh couldn’t get much 
past the Hoyas’ tenacious defense, shooting 
30.8 percent from the field and committing 10 
turnovers. 

“We came out a little flat in the first half,” 
Howland said. “When you have these distrac- 

tions offthe floor, it affects 
  

over the smaller Panthers. 
. He said he was just trying to - Braswell took charge early, 

carry onthestoried George- league can guard Ruben scoring the first 16 points 
towntradition ofshot-block- ; of the half as the Hoyas 
ingbigmen. “That’s just our by himself. 5 opened up a 58-39 lead with 

_ job,” he said. — Head Coach Craig 9:35 remaining. 
~~ Whatmade Ruben’s job Esherick on Ruben On the next three posses- 
easier on offense was help sions, though, things 
from Braswell on the out- 

You can't guard Ruben by 

yourself. Nobody in this 

Boumtje-Boumtje 

your play on the floor.” 
In the second half, 

Boumtje-Boumtje and 

seemed to fall apart for Geor- 
  

side. Braswell was effec- 
tive from the perimeter and 
asaslasher, and for the first time since his game- 
winning performance at Boston College on Jan. 
"18, Braswell was a true scorer. 

“I heard a lot of people up in the stands 

  

   

     

    

yelling, ‘Pass the ball! Pass the ball!’ I didn’t 
4 wantKevin to pass the ball. I wanted the ball in 

{evin’s hands — if Kevin gets fouled, he’s a 
very good free-throw shooter, and he’s also our 
best ballhandler.” 

. Braswell ended a six-game stretch of poor 
hooting in which the 6-foot- 1 Baltimore native 

  
averaged only seven points a game, two field 

© goals a game and 20-percent shooting. 
“I haven’t been shooting very well the last 

i+» couple ef games,” Braswell said. “I just tried to 
relax [today] instead of forcing up shots.” 

Esherick said Braswell benefitted from prac- 
tice. “We have spent an awful lot of time this. 
entire week on our shooting,” Esherick said. 
“We’ve practiced before practice, inthe middle 
of practice, in the end of practice, doing drills 
and having guys shooting. I think it paid off, 
particularly with Kevin.” 

MEN’S BOX SCORE 
  

  

HOYAS Min FG FI O-T A PF Pts 

Perry 25. 1-5 0-0: 1-214: 0] 0D 

Scruggs 18 3-7::0-1" 3-620" 4:6 

Boumtje-Boumtje 34 11-16 5-6 1-8 1 4 27 

Hunter 3412-6: 1-27: 0-35.1 tk 6 

Braswell 369-15 9-12 0-3 312,29 

Samnick 14 1-2::0-0: 0-5 71 SLiee2 

Freeman 12::00-1:0-0 1-1-0150 

Burton 24 0-1:0-0: "2-2. 1 4-0 

Gibson 2 0-0:0-0:.0-00: 1 :0 

Watkins 1 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 O 

TOTALS 200 27-5315-21 9-34 11 18 72 

Percentages: FG-.509, FT-.714. Three-point goals: 

3-7, .667 (Perry 0-1, Hunter 1-2, Braswell 2-4). Team 

rebounds: 4. Blocked shots: 5 (Boumtje-Boumtje 4, 

Samnick 1). Turnovers: 19 (Perry 3, Boumtje-Boumtje 

6, Hunter 4, Braswell 5, Samnick 1). Steals: 7 (Boumtje- 

Boumtje 2, Hunter 1, Braswell 1, Samnick 2, Freeman 1). 

  

  

Pittsburgh Min FG FI O-T A PF Pts 

Zavackas 330 i1-5"70=-0"" 2-32 05 2 

Greer 38 5-13 8-12 2-3 4 4 18 

Seabrooks 33 1.5-9,3-7.:2-13. 1 :313 

Lockhart 27 2-9:0-0. 1-1: 0 1:4 

Holmes 31 $2-570-0 0-32 3:4 

Knight 34 9-15 2-2 1-4 3 4 24 

Abel 2 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 O 

Finneman 2:0: 0=0:"-10-0 10-0; 10:0 #0 

TOTALS 200 24-56 4-16 8-29 12 20 65 

Percentages: FG-.429, FT-.619. Three-point 

goals: 4-16, 400 (Zavackas 0-2, Greer 0-1, Lockhart 
0-4, Holmes 0-1, Knight 4-8). Team Rebounds: 2. 

Blocked shots: 2 (Seabrooks 1, Lockhart 1). Turn- 

overs: 18 (Zavackas 4, Greer 4, Seabrooks 1, Lockhart 

2, Holmes 4, Knight 2). Steals: 6 (Zavackas 1, Greer 

1, Knight 4). 
Halftime: Georgetown 33, Pittsburgh 20 
Technical fouls: None. Attendance: 6,215. 

Officials: John Cahill, Tom Lopes, Mike Foote 

getown. Braswell made a 
steal but missed awide-open 

layup. Then, Braswell got called for a charge and 
atraveling violation, and the Panthers started a 14- 
2 run behind 10 points from Knight. 

Boumtje-Boumtje and junior center Lee 
Scruggs (six points, five rebounds) each got 
called for their fourth foul with under five 
minutes remaining. But the Hoyas held off 
Pittsburgh by getting big baskets when they 
needed them, including a long pull-up jumper 
from Braswell with 3:45 left and less than 10 
seconds on the shot clock. Boumtje-Boumtje’s f& 
reverse dunk secured the victory. : 
Georgetown has a week off before arematch 

with Pittsburgh on Sunday at MCI Center. The 
Hoyas, in 10th placein the Big East;-have five 
regular-season games and at least one Big East 
Tournament game remaining, and at 14-10, the 

Hoyas need one more win to clinch a .500 

» 

I) 

  

record. But the Hoyas may need more than a 
.500 record to make the National Invitation 
Tournament for the third straight season. 

“We have to make a stretch run,” Esherick 

  
Tim LLEWELLYN/T HE HOA 

Georgetown redshirt-sophomore center Ruben Boumtje-Boumtje continued his winning ways, scoring 27 points against Pittsburgh Sunday. 

Boumtje-Boumtje had his career-high 32 points against SUNO last Thursday. 
  said, “and it’s possible.” 
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Lack of Space Leaves 

GU Sports Out of Luck 
FLYNN, rroM p. 1S 
  

the turf,” he said. “But we’d rather play on grass 
[at Harbin Field] for the home-field sense.” 
Asking for home-field advantage is a hard 

bargain nowadays at Georgetown. The baseball 
team is relegated to a baseball field in suburban 
Maryland, and its field will become a parking lot. 
The chances that any student will see a George- 
town baseball game this year are small. Baseball is 
now undergoing what the under-appreciated track 
and field program goes through. The nationally- 
ranked team does not even have adequate on- 
campus practice facilities, let alone on-campus 
competition facilities. The football team has had 
problems getting people to make the trek up to 
Kehoe Field, and women’s sports at Georgetown 
get very poor attendance, win or lose. 

Even the men’s basketball team has had its own 
troubles drawing to MCI Center. The big crowd at 
the Connecticut game and the floor-rushing by 
part of the student section at the Louisville game 
makes it clear that students care about a having a 
good program at Georgetown. But going to home 
games is at least a three-hour commitment, and for 
Saturday noon games, a person must wake up at 
10:30 a.m. to get a good seat. 
Perhaps the future has an answer to these 

problems. A new and improved Harbin Field is 
proposed for whenever all this building ends. The 
field would hold not only soccer and lacrosse but 
also football, which needs a larger facility for its 
membership in the Patriot League. 

An on-campus arena is even a dream of the George- 
town men’s hoops program, and games at McDonough 
Gymnasium are tools for making a case to move 
Georgetown games back on campus after 18 years. 

“It’s a chance for us to play on campus,” Men’s 
Basketball Head Coach Craig Esherick told the 
New Orleans Times-Picayune said of the Hoyas’ 
Feb. 10 contest against Southern of New Orleans, 
“and we’re trying to build a new facility there.” 

But if there’s one thing to be learned about 
Georgetown and its politics, it’s that you don’t 
believe anything until you see it, and whether or 
not Georgetown has a brighter future in terms of 
sports facilities, the current problem is pressing. 
With the new construction already behind 
schedule, one has to wonder if and when a new 

Harbin Field will ever be built, let alone a new 
basketball arena. 

Student interest in sports will continue to wane 
if student access to games is made more difficult, 
and the quality programs themselves will suffer if 
the facilities aren’t available. 
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Looking Forward to the Next Two 
Months Like It’s Our Job 

7-341S5 sports@thehoya.com 

Rutgers 79, Albany 60 

i TUESDAY'S SCHEDULE 
St. John’s ‘at Boston College, 7:30 

: West Virginia at Villanova, 7:30 

WEDNESDAY'’S SCHEDULE wh     

MEN'’S BASKETBALL 

  

  

  
  

Conference Overall 

Team W L Pct. W L Pct. 

Syracuse 9 1 .900 20. 2 909 
Miami 8 2. .800 15 18 .652 
Seton Hall 10 Si. .769 18 «5 .783 
St. John's 8 Br n727 16. 6 727 
Connecticut 7 4 .636 18: 6 750 

Notre Dame 6 5.545 15°10 .600 

West Virginia 5 5 "500 13: 8 619 
Rutgers 6 6. «500 14" 10 583 
Villanova 4 6 .400 13. 9 591 
HOYAS 4 7 .364 14 10 583 
Pittsburgh 2 8 .200 10-11 476 
Boston College 1 10 .091 9.15 375 
Providence 1. . 10091 3 16 333 

SATURDAY’SRESULTS 
  

Seton Hall 77, Boston College 66 
Notre Dame 68, Connecticut 66 

“Rutgers 69, Providence 60 
St. John's 78, Villanova 75 
  

SUNDAY'’S RESULTS 
  

JHOYAS 72, Pittsburgh 65 
Syracuse 71, UCLA 67 
  

MONDAY’S RESULTS 
  

; Connecticut 59, Seton Hall 50 

  

  

Providence at Miami, 7:30 

  

Pittsburgh at Syracuse, 7:30 
THURSDAY'S SCHEDULE 

. St. Joseph's at Villanova, 7:30 

HOYASPORTS 

Eating Meat Since 1920 
7-3415 
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ATHLETIC CALENDAR 
Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday 
  

  

Baseball at William and 
Mary, 3 p.m. 

   
Baseball vs. James 

Madison, 3p. m. 

  

Swimming at tha 
Clompioaips T 

Swimming at Th" 
Championships, T 

  

Swimming at Big East 
Cluplongirs, TBA 

sB 

Indoor Track a Big 
East Championships 

  

  

Women’s Tennis vs. 
Howard, 8:45am. 
Baseball vs. Gannon, 12 p.m. 
Men’s Tennis at.) 

   Men’s Basketball vs. 
Pittsburgh, 2p.m. 
Indoor Track ul East 

Championships 
Sailing at Spring 

Intersectionals 

Men’s Basketball at 
Rutgers, 7:30 p.m. 

  

Baseball vs. UMES, 
3 p.m. 

omen’s Basketball 

Swimmingat ECAC 
Championships, TBA 

Swimming at ECAC 
Championships, TBA 

Baseball vs. St. Joseph's, 
12 p.m 

3 Men’s Lacrosse vs. 

Indoos Track at 
Tech 

Indoor Track at Rutgers 

  

  

Men’s Tennis at 
Connecticut, 9:45a.m. 
Men’ s Basketball at 

Syracuse, 12 p.m. 
aseball vs i 

Manhattan, 12 ym. 
Sailing at St. Mary’s 
Women’s Tennis at 

American, 4:45 p.m. 

  

Women’s Basketball 
vs. West Virginia, 8 p.m.     Men’ s Basketball VS. 

  

Baseball vs. Air 
Force, 3 pane 
Track at ECAC 

Championships 
Track at IC4A. 

Championships 

Men’s Basketball vs. 

  

Championships 
Track at IC4A 

Chapionships 
  

Women’s Tennis vs. 
Syracuse, 8:45 a.m. 
Baseball VS. Air Force, 

12 p.m. 
Women’s Lacrosse VS. 

Vanderbuilt, I p.m. 
Men’s Tennis vs. 

Louisiana=Monroe, 2:30 p.m. 
Track at ECAC 

Chapmpionships 
Track at IC4A 

Championships 

Women’s Tennis at 
Bars 10 a a.m. 

Women’s Tennis 
VS. Davidson, 10 a.m. 

Men’s Tennis vs. 
Lynn, 2 p.m. 
Baseball Vs. goad: 

3pm. § 

    

Men’s Tennis vs. 
Barry, 9 a.m. 
Baseball at Lehigh, 

12 px 

    
  

Women’s Lacrosse 
VS. William and Mary, 
1 p.ms cs, 

en 2s 1 adrosse t 
Penn State, Il p.m          

  

    Baseball vs. C.W. 
Post, 3 pm. 

  

  Golfat East Carolina 
Invitational 

  

GolfatEast Carolina 
Invitational 

   
12pm. 

Yosh Lacrosse at 
Princeton, 1 p.m.     

  

  
  

25 dinners. 

At The Tombs. 

    

On THE HovA. 
name (After 80 years, THE Hova stays), 2. All you have to do is redesign our 

masthead. 

Design a new masthead for 
Georgetown’s Newspaper of Record, 

bring it to Leavey 421 on an 8 1/2-by-11 
sheet of paper by March 13th, and if our 
editors pick your entry, youll get a $250 
gift certificate to The Tombs with our 
compliments. 
Three conditions — 1. Can’t change our 

Must be horizontal, and 3. No color. 

(Here’s a hint: classy is always better than 

year. 

cute, charming is always better than 
clever). 
Just think: $250 at The Tombs. That 
could be your meal plan for the rest of the 

Or 1t could be a really great weekend. 
All on us. Good luck.   
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